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Cyclical Behavior of Wages
Cycles in Money Wages
GENERAL
TO now we have paid little systematic attention to the short-term
movements which modified secular changes in wage levels at all times.
Drastic fluctuations of that sort frequently occurred in connection with
extraordinary episodes, such as the two world wars or the Great Inflation.
Discussion of wage behavior under these abnormal circumstances will
be reserved for Chapter 5. Here we shall be concerned with short-term
changes in wage levels during the comparatively "normal" phases of
German history.
During the period 1870-1945 the German economy passed through
twelve business cycles1—including those during periods of inflation, war,
and the years of National Socialism. If these unusual periods are omitted,
we have eight and one-half business cycles occurring under comparatively
ordinary circumstances. During these "normal" periods there were only
two really dramatic cycles—the Grunderjahre boom and bust, and the
cycle ending with the Great Depression. The GrQnderjahre boom2 was
stimulated by the results of the victory in the Franco-Prussian War:
annexation of Alsace and Lorraine, reparations payments from France,
retirement of war bonds by the government, and—most important—
general expectations of a great political and economic future for the
Reich. The foundation of the Reich had also brought practically un-
restricted freedom to found enterprises (only the incorporation of banks
and railroads required a license), a federal commercial law, a uniform
national currency, and an improved banking system. These conditions
were conducive to the emergence of a large number of business ventures,
industrial and financial. Railroad companies, mining and industrial
enterprises, real estate and building concerns sprang up—frequently set
up for wildly speculative and even fraudulent aims.Production, com-
modity prices, and stock quotations rose rapidly until 1873, when one of
the sharpest and longest contractions in Germany's business history
1Thereference chronology of the National Bureau includes turning points for
eleven of these cycles, up to 1932. But the rise and fall of the German economy under
National Socialism no doubt constitutes an additional cycle. The number of cycles
remains the same, whether they are based on monthly or on annual data.
The National Bureau chronology is presented and compared with chronologies by
Spiethoff, Clausing, and Wagemann in Appendix B. In this and later chapters, German
business cycles (and their expansion and contraction phases) are identified in accordance
with the reference chronology of the National Bureau.
For a brief vivid description of the Gründer/ahrecyclesee Heinrich Bechtel, Win-
sc/iaftsgeschichte Deutschlands im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert (Munchen,1956), pp. 183-88.
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CHARTII
Business and Labor Market Conditions, 1870—1944
Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Appendix Table A-I.
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occurred.There was an extraordinary wave of bankruptcies. The price
decline was very steep—about a third for raw material and intermediate
product prices. The production index of the IKF registered only a mild
decline, although iron consumption is reported to have been cut by more
than half, and contemporary and later historical studies describe "very
considerable" and "widespread" unemployment.3 The other huge business
cycle, lasting from 1926 to 1932, developed in a radically different climate,
following as it did in the wake of a lost war. The expansion was character-
ized by relatively high levels of unemployment—which might, at least
partly, reflect the short-term effects of a large-scale program of moderniz-
ation and "rationalization," furthered by long-term loans from abroad.
The Great Depression was international in scope and complicated by mass
unemployment and severe political repercussions. Compared with these
upheavals, the other "normal" cycles were relatively mild and did not
affect the economy to a similar extent (see Appendix Table A-i and
Chart 11).
For the purposes of a wage study the cyclical behavior of labor-market
activities is of particular interest. A number of pertinent series—covering
employment, unemployment, and labor strife—are included in the table
and chart mentioned. To summarize their behavior in broadest terms:
The selected indicators show that short-term changes in the labor market
are closely associated with volume of production and business cycles at
large. In the series bearing on physical output—labor input and degree
of employment or unemployment—we find substantial differences in
cyclical behavior before and after World War I. The interwar period
brought higher unemployment levels and more violent cyclical swings.
The difference in labor-market behavior before and after World War I
corresponds to the break in industrial growth trends which is so decisive
an aspect of German economic development.
This chapter will be concerned in detail with the effect of varying business
conditions on the course of wages, but only incidentally with the effect
of wage changes on the fortunes of the economy at large. However, since
the broad economic implications of wage behavior will be touched upon
occasionally, itis desirable to indicate the quantitative importance of
wage payments in personal income fluctuations. Table 30 shows changes
DerArbeilerfreund(Berlin, 1879),pp. 18if.; WillardL. Thorp,Business Annals
(National Bureau of Economic Research, 1926), and Arthur A. Spiethoff, Die Win-
schaJ'tlichenWechsellagen (TQbingen, 1955), Vol. 1, p. 124.
A mild decline in industrial production, in spite of a generally severe contraction,
occurred also in the United States during these years. This might be related to the marked
fall in prices and its effect on purchases. Rendigs Fels, explaining the mildness of
volume reductions in the United States, argues that the high price flexibility at that time
mitigated the decline of output (though prolonging the contraction phase of the cycle)
and that the price depression stimulated exports and created a favorable balance of
payment. See his "American Business Cycles, 1865-1879," American Economic Review,
June 1951, especially pp. 346 and 347. The circumstances cited—mild decline in pro-
duction, sharp price breaks, and prolonged depression—are also characteristic of the
German contraction.122 WAGESIN GERMANY
TABLE 30




Personaland Forestry andTrade andInsurance andWages and
YearIncomeInterestRentsAgricultureIndustry Pensions Salaries
191343.6 5.7 0.9 5.7 9.2 1.4 20.7
1925 57.6 1.2 0.5 5.7 10.9 5.6 33.7
192660.8 1.6 0.6 5.8 10.8 7.1 34.8
1927 67.1 2.1 0.8 5.9 12.0 7.4 38.9
1928 72.7 2.8 0.8 5.8 12.2 8.4 42.6
192973.6 3.3 0.9 5.5 11.8 9.2 43.0
193069.0 3.3 0.9 5.0 10.0 10.0 39.9
1931 59.4 3.2 0.9 4.4 7.5 10.1 33.4
193247.8 2.3 0.8 3.7 6.0 9.4 25.7
1933 47.9 2.4 0.7 3.9 6.4 8.5 26.0
193452.6 2.6 0.8 5.0 7.2 7.9 29.2
1935 57.9 2.6 0.8 5.8 8.5 7.9 32.3
1936 63.2 2.7 1.0 5.8 10.6 7.8 35.3
1937 69.7 2.8 1.1 6.1 13.3 7.6 38.9
1938 77.4 3.0 1.2 6.4 15.9 7.9 43.0
1939 85.8 3.0 1.3 6.9 17.9 10.2 46.4
194091.2 3.2 1.4 6.9 18.5 14.1 47.1
SOURCE: "Das deutsche Volkseinkommen vor und nach dem Kriege,"
zur Statistik des Deutschen Reichs, No. 24 (1932), p. 83; Jahrbuch 1939-40, p. 579, and
1941-42, p. 605.
in total personal income and its major components for 1913 and for 1925-
40. Wage-salary income during the interwar period is here seen to have
accounted for more than half of total personal income in each of these
years. The cyclical swings of labor income were roughly similar to those
of total national income—wider than those in pension income and
agricultural income, but shallower than those of profits in trade and
industry. Table 31 contains a further breakdown of wage-salary income.
It shows that wage income proper is only about half of total wage-salary
income. This relation varies strongly with the business cycle, since salary
income shows appreciably greater cyclical stability. While in 1929, for
instance, 54 percent of the wage and salary total consisted of wages, this
portion fell to 46 percent in 1932. Between 1929 and 1932 wage income
was almost cut in half, while salary income decreased by only 30 percent.
Fluctuations in the industrial payroll (manufacturing and mining) tended
to be wider than those in the payroll covering all wage earners. During the
reference contraction of 1929-32, for instance, the industrial payroll
decreased by 59percent—aboutten percentage points more than the total
wage bill.
These fluctuations in aggregate wage payments are caused to a largeCYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 123
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1929 43.0 19.7 23.3 13.3
1930 39.9 18.7 21.2 n.a.
1931 33.4 16.7 16.7 n.a.
1932 25.7 13.8 11.9 5.4
1933 26.0 13.6 12.4 5.9
1934 29.2 14.3 14.9 8.0
1935 32.3 15.4 16.9 9.3
1936 35.3 16.5 18.8 10.6
1937 38.9 17.7 21.2 12.1
1938 43.0 19.3 23.7 13.6
1939 46.4 20.9 25.5 16.2
1940 47.1 22.1 25.0 15.7
SOUgCE, by column:
(1 to 3) Wirtschaft und Statistik, 1939, p. 301 ; Jahrbuch1939-40,p. 579, and 1941-42,
pp. 605 if.
(4) For 1929 and 1932, Wirtschaft and Statisrik, 1939, p. 301; for 1933 to 1940,
Handbuch 1928-44, p. 473.
extent by variations in total man-hours worked, which in turn reflect
changes in employment and in average hours worked per week. During
the 1929-32 contraction the decline in total man-hours was as large as
46 percent. Only a minor part of the variation in the wage bill is explained
by fluctuations in earnings and in rates, which is one of the earnings
components. It is with the cyclical behavior of rates and earnings of
employed workers, particularly those attached to manufacturing and
mining, that the following analysis is concerned.
Before we embark on the analysis itself, let us review the conceptual
differences between rates and earnings.4 Wage rates, quoted on an hourly
or weekly basis, are, in principle, the prices for work of defined character
and skill during the given time period. Rates are typically quoted for
"straight-time" work and are thus not affected by premium arrangements
for overtime, night, and holiday work, or for high productivity. Nominal
and effective wage rates must always be clearly distinguished. The former
may be minimum rates, "prevailing" rates, union rates, or other wage
quotations which serve as a limit or norm. Effective rates are always
actually paid rates—as reflected in payroll or similar records. Piece rates
are paid for defined operations or for entire parts and products. They
'See also Daniel Creamer, Behavior of Wage Rates During Business Cycles,
(Occasional Paper 34, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1950), pp. 2-4; and
Paul H. Douglas, Real Wages in the United States 1890-1926, (Houghton Muffin,
1930), pp. 6 if.124 WAGESiN GERMANY
are quoted per unit of operation or accepted product. Minimum standard
piece rates assure the piece-rate worker of a floor under his efficiency
wage.5
The collectively agreed-upon rates had different significance during
different time periods. At the beginning of our period they were usually
the highest paid in each trade—covering only a relatively small number
of organized, and generally highly paid, workers. During the Weimar
Republic they covered practically all workers, and being regarded as
minimum rates, they were generally exceeded by actually paid rates.
Direct comparison of nominal rates in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries might thus somewhat understate the changes in effective rates.
The quoted rates, in any case, can be regarded as "list prices" only, not
as "effective prices." Furthermore, to derive effective labor costs per hour
to the employer, modifying factors such as incidence and rate of premium
payments must be considered.
Both time and piece rates are, of course, basic elements in the deter-
mination of earnings. Among the additional elements affecting earnings
are the rates for, and the relative importance of, premium work, the
actual output of piece workers, production and other bonuses, and the
number of hours worked. The latter affects daily earnings, shift earnings6
and weekly earnings directly and indirectly (via premium payments),
hourly earnings only indirectly.
Earnings, as commonly ascertained, are often affected by additional
variables. Typically, average earnings are derived as quotients of aggregate
payroll and total hours, shifts, or weeks worked during the payroll period.
In these cases, changes. in the composition of the work force and of the
hours worked will affect the resultant earnings whenever no statistical
standardization of the composition is provided. Without standardization
average hourly and weekly earnings maybe affected by changes in skill, age,
and sex composition of the work force, changes in the quantitative impor-
tance of inexperienced labor as compared with experienced, and by changes
in the proportion of single and married workers and of workers in different
types of industries, cities, and regions. Weekly earnings, furthermore, may
be influenced by a changing importance of part-time work, particularly
if no clear distinction is made between fully and partially employed
Piece rates will not be analyzed per seinsubsequent discussions, but they enter into
the derivation of some union rates and of average hourly and weekly earnings. For the
union rates available during the period of the Weimar Republic and later, so-called
Akkordrichtsätze (standard rates for piece work) are included in the rate averages.
These were minimum standards for expected average earnings resulting from piece
rates and were usually set at 15 percent above comparable time rates. On the nature of
the minimum time and standard piece rates agreed to in the collective contracts of the
Weimar Republic, see notes to Appendix Table A-2, Part iii.
6Shiftearnings play a large part in German wage analysis, since one of the most
important collections of German earnings statistics, miners' earnings, is published in
this form. In German coal mines, shift earnings for surface workers were mostly based
on time rates. In underground operations the so-called Gedingelohn prevailed, a system
in which remuneration of the miner was, to a large extent, based on group performance.CYLJCAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 125
persons. Some of the effects of changing composition of the work force
and of changes in number of hours worked may, of course, be excluded if
average earnings are computed separately for men and women, skilled
and unskilled, and similar categories. Such standardized earnings data for
broad groups (skill, sex, and industry) are available for the last few years
of the Reich. For earlier periods the best way to exclude the effects of
changing composition is to select sufficiently small, occupationally well-
defined groups.
Many of the wage series depicted in Charts 2 to 5 and Chart 12 show
recurrent ups and downs which correspond roughly to business cycle
expansion and contraction periods—an indication that wages respond to
cyclical changes in general business activity. However, even casual in-
spection of these charts reveals that the actual relation of short-term wage
fluctuations and business cycles was far from regular or simple. Frequently
annual changes in wages appeared to be rather independent of cycles in
general business conditions. This was true not only for contractions in
periods of rapid monetary depreciation, such as 1917-19 or 1922-23,
but also for some of the briefer "normal" contractions, for example
1903-4, to which our wage series showed little or no perceptible response.
In particular, wage rates failed to show—over extended periods of time—
genuine cycles (with rises and actual declines) despite fluctuations in
general business conditions. Thus it is necessary first to establish whether
wage rates and earnings did in fact respond to changes in general business
conditions, and if so, with what degree of regularity and under what
circumstances. Only then may we ask how promptly they responded, how
strongly, and in what cyclical patterns.
WAGES AND TURNING POINTS IN BUSINESS CONDITIONS
Conformity of Wage Cycles
WAGE RATES AND BUSINESS CYCLES. There is no doubt that German wage
rates showed true cyclical behavior during the Grunderjahre cycle of
1870-78, and during the major business cycle of 1926-32. This appears
from the hourly and weekly printing and building rates depicted in
Charts 3 and 6 as well as from the average rates for all industry (1924-32)
in the latter chart. In the cycles cited, even these rough annual data show
substantial increases and declines which can easily be related to cyclical
changes in business conditions. We can go no further, however, in finding
examples of full cycles, with actual ups and downs, of wage rates in the
annual record of the long-term series mentioned. It is true that in some
instances wage rates undergo changes in their rate of growth, or a leveling-
out into plateaus, which may be related to cycles in general business
conditions. In building rates prior to World War I, for example, a com-
bination of leveling-off and brief decline matches the 1890-94 contraction
in general business conditions; and the retardation of growth during 1900-2
corresponds to the business contraction of the same years. Again, the126 WAGESIN GERMANY
CHART12
Wage Rates and Earnings in Selected Industries, 1871—1913
Shaded areas represent business contractions.
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comprehensive interwar series of union rates shows during the mid-
1920's a slight retardation in its rise which might be regarded as a response
to the business contraction of 1925-26. But in other instances wage rates
do not indicate any observable responses to changing business conditions.
Thus, in following the course of rates in building, we can find no reflection
of the contractions of 1882-86, and 1907-8. Instead, we note that
throughout these contractions building rates increased at an undiminished
pace, and that between 1878 and 1882 they declined during a business
expansion. Nor can we observe a correspondence in the case of printing
rates before World War I: here it is virtually impossible to match the
leveling-out stages of the rates to contractions in business cycles.8
The sporadic nature of the conformity of wage rates to business cycles is
observable in the summary measures presented in Appendix Table A-20,
based on hourly and weekly wage rates in selected industries as well as on
comprehensive hourly rates from 1924 to 1932. Average annual changes
of cycle relatives are shown for each reference expansion and contraction
during the years 1871-1913 and In all rate series the only
substantial declines occurred during the Great Depression. The actual
declines following the Grunderjahre expansion do not show up in these
reference measures because of the difference in timing between wage
cycles and reference cycles. The conformity of wage rates is summarized
by the measures'° given in Table 32. These indexes show high average
conformity during expansions and negative conformity during contractions.
Over the cycle as a whole, a low positive conformity appears in all except
hourly union rates for printers."
The 1903-4 contraction, although included in the chronology of the National Bureau,
is somewhat dubious (see Arthur F. Burns and Wesley C. Mitchell, Measuring Business
Cycles, National Bureau of Economic Research, 1946, p. 133). The contraction is not
recognized by Spiethoff (see Appendix Table B-I).
The response of wage rates to business cycles is here examined Jargely in terms of
behavior during reference contractions, since in periods of long-term growth, trend and
cycle elements can hardly be distinguished in expansion phases. In such growth periods,
wage decreases during business contractions, on the other hand, constitute prima
facie evidence of cyclical response.
Cycle relatives describe the standing of a series expressed in percent of the average
of that series during each cycle. Average annual changes during contractions and
expansions are computed as differences between cycle relatives at turning points,
divided by number of years between turning points.
10Conformityindexes range between + 100 (perfect positive conformity) and —100
(perfect inverse conformity). For a short description of the meaning of these indexes
see note to Appendix Table A-20. A detailed explanation will be found in Burns and
Mitchell, op. cit., pp. 176 if. The indexes used here do not take account of systematic
differences between the timing of the series and business cycles; that is, they are all
computed from changes between peak and trough years of business cycles. Because of
the tendency of wage rates to lag, this may result in an understatement of the degree of
relationship between wage rates and business cycles.
11Nationwiderate agreements for printers were valid over long periods, sometimes
as long as eight years. Although the substance of the agreements may have been affected
by the state of business at the time they were concluded, the printing rates before World
War I were not sufficiently flexible to reflect short-term fluctuations in general business
activity with any regularity.128 WAGES IN GERMANY
TABLE 32
Indexes of Conformity, Wage Rates, Annual Series, 1871-1932
Series

























































SOURCE: Appendix Table A-20.
The evidence introduced for the years up to World War I shows the
existence of full wage-rate cycles only during a single, rather exceptional,
period—the Gründerjahre. The cyclical response of wage rates is doubtful
during less pronounced cycles. Thus it cannot be ascertained, from the
long-term series of building and printing rates, whether changes in German
wage rates before World War I typically bore distinct relations to business
cycles. In order to resolve the question on the basis of more adequate
information, composite indexes of actually paid hourly wage rates cover-
ing the years 1886-1903 were constructed from six printing industry series,
seven machinery industry series, ten building series, and seven wood
industry series, which were available in a sufficiently comparable form for
the greater part of the period.12 Table 33 and Chart 13 show the resultant
index numbers for the four industries, with 1890-99 as the base period.
Average annual changes of cycle relatives and conformity measures are
included in Appendix Table A-20 and Table 32. They indicate clearly that
in the two contractions covered, 1890-94 and 1900-1902, there occurred
either a small actual decline (machinery industry, averaging about 2
percent per year) or an increase smaller than that during the adjoining
expansions.'3 Over the average of all expansions covered by the four series,
12Thebasic series for this sample were taken from Robert R. Kuczynski, Arbeitslohn
undArbeitszeit in EuropaundAmerika, 1870-1909(Berlin, 1913). The rates are "effective"
or actually paid rates, not "nominal" rates, or union rates.
13Thesingle exception is the behavior of printing rates during the 1900-2 contraction;
here the average percentage increase is larger than in the preceding expansion, although
smaller than in the subsequent expansion.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 129
TABLE 33
















































































































o For1886-88, computed by linking percentage changes in available industries.
Based on data from Robert R. Kuczynski, Arbeitslohn und Arbeitszeit in Europa und
Amerika, 1870-1 909 (Berlin, 1913).
the annual increase of cycle relatives was 3.5 percentage points; the
corresponding increase for contractions was 0.5 points. The conformity
shown by these effective rates is somewhat more pronounced than that
of the union rates for printers and building workers. We find, moreover,
high positive conformity of actually paid rates in the machinery and
woodworking industries, for which no comparable union rates are avail-
able.
To sum up what can be said about conformity of wage rates prior to
World War I: Only during the Gründerjahre does cyclical conformity
appear in the form of clear changes of direction, corresponding to the
ups and downs of business. In some pre-1913 contractions, wage rates
responded to changes in general business by retardations in the rate of
increase. Even such retardations cannot be regularly observed during
some shorter contractions. Actually paid or effective rates tended to show
clearer conformity than nominal rates.
For cycles following World War I, the degree of conformity of wage
rates can be established on the basis of monthly evidence (see Table 34130 WAGES IN GERMANY
and Chart 14). The response of union wage rates to the 1926-32 cycle
is, of course, the most striking feature of the chart. However, the monthly
data reveal also a general leveling-out of wage rates toward the end of
1925, and even small actual declines in rates during the summer of 1926.
There are good reasons for relating this leveling-out or decline to the
general business contraction of March 1925 to March 1926. First, actual
CHART 13
Effective Hourly Wage Rates, Four Industries,I 886—1903
Index (1890-99—100)
'88 '90
Shadedareas represent business contractions.
Source: Table 33.
declines, in excess of those shown in the average, occur in several in-
dustries (building, woodworking, and others; see Chart 15 and Appendix
Table A-21). Second, during this period wage contracts in some industries
expired without being renewed, and it is known that collectors of wage
statistics tended to assume that wage rates continued to be paid at the
level of the expired contracts, although lower rates may actually have been
paid. Finally, the fact that the leveling-out of wage rates started only
eight months after the peak in business conditions is compatible with the
characteristic lag in these rates, which will be discussed later in detail.
Appendix Table A-22 shows the behavior of ten wage series on a
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referencecycle basis. The specific rate declines in response to the March
1925—March 1926 recession occurred only after that reference cycle
phase. As a consequence, wage rates during the reference contraction
increased more than during the subsequent expansion. This situation,
in spite of perfect conformity in all other reference cycle phases, limited
the over-all conformity for the interwar period to +33. The conformity
would be perfect if allowance were made for differences in timing.14
TABLE 34
Hourly Union Rates, by Months, 1924-1933
(1928 =100)
Month1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933
Jan. 56.7 72.5 86.7 87.4 95.7103.1 107.1 106.7 88.8 84.2
Feb. 56.0 73.3 86.8 87.5 95.8103.2107.1 105.3 88.8 84.1
Mar. 55.4 75.2 86.8 88.2 '96.3103.4107.1104.2 88.6 83.6
Apr. 59.2 77.0 86.7 89.9 98.5104.0107.3 102.1 88.6 83.6
May 63.4 78.8 86.7 92.9 100.5105.7107.4101.3 86.5 83.6
June 66.2 80.7 86.4 93.5 100.6106.1107.4101.1 85.3 83.5
July 66.4 81.8 86.5 93.5 100.9106.3107.4101.0 85.2 83.5
Aug. 66.7 83.5 86.5 93.6 101.6106.6107.4100.9 85.1 83.5
Sept. 66.8 84.4 87.3 93.7 101.6106.6107.4100.884.6 83.5
Oct. 67.9 85.1 87.2 94.6 102.6106.7107.4100.1 84.3 83.5
Nov. 69.7 86.3 87.3 95.1 102.7106.8107.4 99.5 84.3 83.5
Dec. 71.6 86.4 87.4 95.2 103.0107.1 107.3 98.8 84.2 83.5
This index combines the revised union rate statistics (available from 1928 on) with earlier, unrevised,
figures. The linking of the segment 1925-27 to the later segment was carried through by the Statis-
tische Reichsamt (see .Reichsarbeitsblatt1931,Part ii, p. 109). In the present study the index was
pushed back one more year (1924), on the basis of the average of skilled and unskilled male workers,
with the weights 1.0 and 2.2, respectively. These weights, based on employment (Vierte!jahrshef:e
zur Statistikdes Deutschen Reichs,1931, p. 97), are those used by the Statistische Reichsamt in the
revised index. For a description of the nature of these rates see notes to Appendix Table A-2, Part m.
SOURCE: Reichsarbeitsblatt, 1931, Part ii, p. 109; 1933, Part u, p. 44; 1934, Part ii, p. 91. Monthly
data for 1924 estimated, in the present study, on the basis of wage rates for male workers (skilled
and unskilled) as published in Jahrbuch 1926, p. 291.
EARNINGS AND BUSINESS CYCLES. A closer relation is observable for
earnings and business cycles than for rates. The comprehensive hourly
and weekly earnings series depicted in Chart 2 show that during the years
1924-44 all major business cycles are clearly reflected. The short 1925-26
contraction leads only to a deceleration in the rate of growth, but in the
other phases earnings actually rise and fall with general expansions and
The above observations refer to the aggregate rate measure. Appendix Table A-22
gives also industrial detail. The individual series show strikingly similar behavior.
Conformity indexes during the interwar period are the same for each of the included
series: + 100 for 0 for contractions, and 4-33 for full cycles. If differences
in timing were taken into account, each of the ten presented series would show perfect
conformity.132 WAGESIN GERMANY
contractions in business.'5 Thus, conformity for the postwar period is
perfect (+100).
Tolerably good positive correspondence between earnings cycles and
business cycles can be found also during the period before World War I
(See Chart 12, Appendix Table A-23, and Table 35).Averagedaily earn-
ings of workers in Krupp's iron works,'° for instance, show distinct
CHART14
Average Hourly Money and Real Wage Rates, 17 Industries, 1924—1933
::::..t: 1'
1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933
Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Source: Tables 34 and 44.
cyclicalmovements, which in most instances can be quite clearly related
to corresponding phases in business activity. In all contractions except
the somewhat dubious one of 1903-4, earnings of Krupp workers declined
or rose less than in the adjacent expansions. Conformity for the prewar
period is measured as +67. In the case of daily earnings in railway repair
yards, a fair degree of conformity can also be demonstrated.
The position of 1926 had to be read from a graph, and 1927 was then interpolated
on the basis of the movement of hourly rates.
iGTheKrupp data are annuai, based on payroll divided by number of workers.
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TABLE35
Indexesof Conformity, Earnings, Annual Series, 187 1-1932
CYCLES COVERED INDEXES OF CONFORMITY
Full
Series Number Years Expansions ContractionsCycles
Hourly Earnings
Comprehensiveseries 2 1923-32 + 100 0 + 100
Daily Earnings
Krupp,Essen 1871-1913 +100 ..—17 +67
Weekly Earnings
Comprehensive series 1871-1913, 1923-32 +89 +12 +73
Miners' ShiftEarnings
Below ground:
Hard coal, Upper Silesia 6 1890-1913, 1923-32 +100 —33 +90
Hard coal, Lower Silesia 6 1890-1913, 1923-32 + 100 0 +60
Hardcoal,Dortmund 1871-1913,1923-32 +100 +50 +73
Hard coal, Saar District 4 1890-1913 +100 0 +71
Hard coal, Aachen 6 1890-1913,1923-32 +100 +33 +60
Lignite, Halle 6 1890-1913, 1923-32 +100 +33 +80
Salt, HalIe 6 1890-1913, 1923-32 +100 0 +80
Ore, HaIte 6 1890-1913, 1923-32 +100 +33 +60
Ore, Upper Harz 1890-1913, 1923-32 +100 —67 —33
Ore, Siegen-Nassau 6 1890-1913, 1923-32 +100 +33 +100
Ten centers 6 1890-1913, 1923-32 +100 +33 +80
Above ground:
Hard coal, Dortmund 1878-1913, 1923-32 +100 —14 +62
Ten centers 6 1890-1913, 1923-32 +100 +17 +80
SOURCE: Appendix Table A-23.
Still closer is the correspondence of miners' earnings to changes in
general business conditions. In fact, specific cycles in miners' earnings can
generally be matched with reference cycles. There are, however, three
major exceptions. One is the mild reference contraction of 1903-4 which
is skipped by underground miners' earnings in every district. The second
is the contraction of 1925-26 in which miners' earnings showed no actual
declines, but rather experienced in every district a marked deceleration
of growth as compared to the preceding expansion year.17 The third
exception refers to the state-controlled ore mines in the Upper Harz.
The generally high degree of association between cycles in miners' earnings
and those in general business conditions does not imply that miners'
Thecyclical significance of this deceleration is not certain. Earnings increases
between 1924 and 1925 still showed some effects of the poststabilization adjustment.
Furthermore, the rates of increase during the 1925-26 depression are not set off from
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earnings always declined during reference contractions. Because of lags
in timing, the earnings sometimes underwent cyclical responses only alter
the reference contraction had run its course. Such a situation prevailed
in the hard coal mines of Silesia and the Saar during and after the refer-
ence contraction of 1907-08. In other cases the actual declines occurred
only in certain years during the reference contractions without resulting
in a net decline between turning points or in an average annual decline
during the reference contractions as a whole (i.e., hard coal mining in
Upper Silesia and salt mining in Halle during the reference contraction
of 1890-94). The conformity indexes for these earnings series typically
range between +60 and + 100, with only government-owned ore mines in
the Upper Harz showing negative conformity.'8
All in all, earnings conform more closely than wage rates to business
cycles, both by showing less tendency to skip cycles and by clearer and
more frequent actual declines during business contractions. The basic
reason is that the factors which differentiate earnings from rates, parti-
cularly those having to do directly or indirectly with hours worked,
are positively related to business activity. If business conditions improve,
employment rises, the workweek lengthens, and overtime, night, and
holiday premium pay is more frequent. Conversely, in times of declining
business activity, these elements tend to shrink. It is true that some factors
in the earnings picture may be countercyclical in character. The attempt
to preserve a skeleton staff of experienced workers in times of unemploy-
ment might, for instance, affect the skill composition of the remaining
work force in the direction of a greater percentage of higher skills. But
these cyclically dampening influences are doubtless the less effective ones.
In the German experience they are not only obscured by the effects of
hours and premium payments, but also, during prosperous times, by the
excess of rates actually paid over the established minimum rates.
The Lag of Wages behind Cyclical Turns
WAGE RATES. To establish the relation of cyclical turns in wage rates to
those in general business, monthly and quarterly data would of course be
desirable. Unfortunately, for the period prior to 1913 the best available
data are annual. Even they, rough as they are, suggest one of the most
outstanding features of the behavior of wage rates: their distinct lag
18Theabove measures are based on annual series. From 1889 and throughout the
later years, miners' earnings for ten districts are available, or can be derived, in quarterly
form. Effects of the 1903-4 reference contraction, which were not reflected in the annual
averages, can be detected in the more detailed quarterly earnings record which was
compiled for five districts (see Appendix Table A-24). Similarly a flattening out in
response to the 1925-26 contraction can be observed in quarterly earnings of coal miners
for the Reich as a whole (see Appendix Table A-25 and Chart 16), while no such
response is apparent in the annual records. Conformity indexes were constructed for
six quarterly series during the years 1890-1913 and 1924-32 (see Appendix Table A-26).
These measures indicate a degree of conformity similar to that observed on the basis of
the annual information.136 WAGES IN GERMANY
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behind turning points in general business conditions. As indicated in
Charts 3 and 12, during the Gründerjahre printing rates began to decline
only after 1875, and the peak of building wages was reached in 1876.19
Measured against the turning point established by the National Bureau,
1872, the lag amounts to at least three years. Although this dating of the
turn in business conditions seems early to the present writer,20 even a
shift of the reference turn to 1873 would still leave the wage rates lagging
materially. Examination of the wage rates for building during the first
decade of the Reich's history also creates the impression of lags. While
it is difficult to match cycle phases of wage rates and general business
activity during the 1880's, in subsequent decades further evidence of lags
in rates is found. The upper turn of rates in building, for instance, occurs
two years after the reference peak of 1890, and the slight subsequent
trough one year after the reference turn of 1894.21 Even the mild trend
modification around 1900-1902 shows a one-year lag at the 1900 peak and
coincidence at the trough.22 Proper matching of cycle phases becomes
possible again only for the interwar period, particularly in relation to the
1929 and 1932 reference turns. On an annual basis, hourly wage rates in
printing and building, as well as every other series included in the com-
prehensive wage-rates index, reach their peaks one year after the 1929
turn in general business conditions. And, after the Great Depression had
run its course, wage rates for all industry continued to decline materially
for a year after the lower turn in general business conditions was passed.
The general impression of a substantial lag of wage rates behind refer-
ence turns can be verified and the extent of the lag more adequately
determined on the basis of the monthly union rates published for the
period 1924-44. Before proceeding to such measurement, however, we
must note a peculiarity in the behavior of union wage rates. Inspection of
Chart 15 shows that the cyclical responses of wage rates deviate from the
known behavior of the majority of economic activities. The deviation
consists in the step-function character of the rate series, with their long
maintenance of horizontal movements—whether in the form of high
19Contemporaryobservers mention the latter year as marking the decline of "wages."
Victor Böhmert describes wage developments during the Grllnderjahreinrelation to
general business activity. He recounts how, after the Frankfurt peace, a rush into
capital investments started. The extraordinary demand for labor boosted wages in some
cnterprises by 50 to 100 percent. Only from 1876 on—according to Böhmert—could
one note decreases in wages, leading to a wage trough in 1879. From that point a slow
improvement set in. See "Statistik des Arbeitslohns," Handwörterbuch derStaais-
wissenschaften,1890 ed. Vol. 1, p. 707.
20AlsoSpiethoff, Thorp, and Jerome regard 1873 as the peak year. See Appendix
Table B-i for Spiethoff's chronology. See also Thorp, op. cit.,p.207, and Harry
Jerome, Migration and Business Cycles, pp. 174—75 (National Bureau of Economic
Research, 1926).
21Noadequate data are available for the prewar period to compare the timing of
building wage rates with that of building activity.
22Thecomposite indexes of actually paid wage rates for four industries presented in
Table 33 and Chart 13 are inconclusive with regard to timing. The machinery series,
however, is coincident at all four turns.138 WAGESINGERMANY
plateausclose to business cycle peaks, of flat bottoms close to business
cycle troughs, or of intermediate planes representing interruption of
growth in response to declines in business activity. Such behavior leads
to difficulties in the identification of cyclical responses, and requires
special descriptive measures which will permit us to relate both edges
of the plateaus to turning points in general business or in employment.23
For this purpose a distinction is made henceforth between the initial
(P1) and terminal (P2) edges of the high ridges, the corresponding points
(T1 and T2) of the flat valleys, and the edges (P1 and T2) of intermediate
plateaus in a rising trend. The above terms and symbols will be helpful
in subsequent description of the cyclical behavior of
ratesof all industry are found in Table 34 and
Chart 14. The reaction of average wage rate levels to the 1925-26 con-
traction occurred in the form of a leveling-out, starting close to the end of
1925 and ending at the beginning of 1927. If the edges of the plateau are
taken to represent the beginning (P1) and end (T2) of the reaction to the
reference contraction, the delay in such reaction should be stated as eight
months behind the peak of general business activity, and eleven months
behind the trough. After the latter upturn, wage rates proceeded to rise
during the prosperous years of the late 1920's. Business conditions began
to worsen in April 1929. Wage rates, however, continued to advance
moderately for one more year, reaching a plateau in May 193025 (P1),
and maintaining peak levels to the end of that year. They did not start
to decline until December 1930 (P2), that is, twenty months after the
downturn in general business conditions.26 A rather pronounced lag in
the reaction of wage rates to changes in general business conditions can
be observed after the business cycle trough of August 1932. Average union
rates continued to decline after that date for about seven more months.
No single lower turning point can be established because wage rates
23TheNational Bureau's standard rules on timing are not especially suited to describe
the cyclical behavior of step functions in general or that of German wage rates in
particular. The Bureau's rules designate the highest monthly values or the center of the
highest three-month average as the turning point. In the case of a high ridge or flat
trough, the last observation on the plateau level is regarded as the turning point. This
procedure fails to delineate the initial edges of the plateau, which indicate the cyclically
important cessation of growth or decline. Moreover, if the essential character of a
series is that of a step function, the cyclical description should be based on the location
of steps and plateaus rather than on small temporary elevations or turning points
created by minor changes in the level of the plateau.
24Forminor cycles in business activity, Creamer also determined turning points of
wage rates at the beginning or at the end of plateaus (Creamer, op. cit. pp. 6 if.). How-
ever, Creamer chose a technique differing from that employed in this study.
25Althoughthe average of all wage rates showed only a mild rise after December
1929, rates in four of the seventeen industries included in the average increased sub-
stantially after that date, and no series declined. In May 1930, however, rates for skilled
workers had reached their high in all industries except soft coal (see Chart 15).In
view of these considerations, May 1930 rather than December 1929 is here regarded
as the initial edge of the wage plateau.
26Thepeak of wage rates occurred also with a pronounced lag behind the peaks of
employment, of man-hours, and of industrial production.CYCLICAL BEHAViOR OF WAGES 139
after the spring of 1933 (T1) were kept virtually stable until about the
beginning of World War 11(T2).
The response of wage rates came with appreciable delay after each
reference turn. The extent of the lags depends on the type of measure used.
If the first signs of cyclical response, even in the form of reaching or
leaving plateaus, are used as benchmarks, the observed lags were between
seven and thirteen months. If only actual reversals in direction and ends
of plateaus are regarded as specific turning points, the evidence would
show only one clear lag, of nineteen or twenty months after the April
1929 peak, and a long lag of unspecified duration after the August 1932
trough. However defined, the wage-rate lags during the Weimar Republic
ranged between seven and twenty months; these are not incompatible
with the lag of about one year suggested by the annual information for
the years prior to 1913, as discussed above.
The lag of the monthly wage-rate index for all industry can be observed
in every single component industry, see Appendix Table A-21 and Chart
15. Furthermore, the concentration of turning points in industry rates is
fairly strong. After the 1929 peak, for instance, ten out of eighteen in-
dustries maintained their peak levels through the first three months of
1931. Wage rates of metal workers and clothing workers had their turning
points (P2) as early as November 1930, and soft coal miners as late as
May 1931. Thus, after the 1929 reference peak, the quoted lag in the
decline of average rates (P2) was a minimum lag, reflecting the early wage-
rate decline in two industries, metals and clothing. In other industries
the lag was longer—sometimes as much as two years.
EARNINGS. Average earnings exhibit less tendency to lag than wage rates,
as has already been suggested by information for the Grunderjahre cycle. The
peak in wage rates occurred about 1875—three years after the reference
turning point of 1872 as determined by the National Bureau. The available
earnings information is sporadic and not directly comparable to the rate
data. However, of the ten earnings series assembled in Table 36, only three
show peaks in 1875, three in 1874, and the rest in 1873 or even earlier.
For miners' shift earnings, it is possible to measure the timing of turning
points against those in general business conditions on a quarterly basis
over the periods 1890-1914 and 1924-33. Five series are included (see
Table 37 and Appendix Table A-24). We find clear lags at each
averaging nine months for the five series and over the five reported upper
turning points. At reference troughs the evidence is less uniform. Lags
prevail, but seven leads and five coincidences occur in the twenty-eight
measured instances. Over the average of five troughs, shift earnings show
smaller lags (0.7 to 3.7 months) than at peaks, or even a lead (1.3 months
in the case of Dortmund). No significant differences were found in the
timing of underground miners' and surface workers' shift earnings (see
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The earlier turn of earnings, as compared to rates, can be demonstrated
on the basis of more comparable and more comprehensive data for the
interwar period. The annual evidence presented in Appendix Table A-2
and Chart 2 shows that turning points of average weekly earnings co-
incide with those of general business activity both in 1929 and 1932.
Hourly earnings also turned with general business in 1929, but they were
one year behind the reference recovery in 1932. Thus, compared with
wage rates, which lagged one year at the peak and at least one year at
the trough, earnings clearly tended to respond more promptly to changes
in business activity. Furthermore, in the one case of delay, hourly earnings
in 1933 showed a well-defined trough, while wage rates did not. There is
no way of ascertaining when and bow rapidly the latter might have
recovered in the absence of stabilization by government order.27 The
conclusion from all the evidence on turning points of wage rates and
earnings is that both tended to lag behind turns in general business
conditions. The lag in almost all instances was longer in rates than in
earnings, often a year or more in rates, but only months in earnings.
The data suggest that weekly earnings lagged less than hourly. In some
instances wage rates not only maintained their levels but actually continued
their cyclical movements for many months after earnings had experienced
their cyclical turns. The evidence is too scanty to permit any broad
generalization about the differences in the timing of turning points in
hourly earnings and hourly rates.
Why do Wages Lag? We have found that wages are tardy in their
reactions to cyclical changes in general business conditions. Sometimes
they skip cycles altogether. This behavior requires some interpretation.
One obvious reason for the delay in rate adjustments to cyclical turns
is the difficulty of identifying such turns at the time of their occurrence.
Even if statistical information were immediately available—and of course
it is not—it is always difficult to decide whether a current reversal in
business conditions is cyclical in character or merely one of the minor
ripples which develop at all times. And even if turning points could be
27Ona quarterly basis, shift earnings of soft-coal miners, both above and below
ground, for the Reich as a whole, show pronounced lags at the peaks in 1925 and 1929.
Hard-coal miners' earnings did not respond to the 1925-26 contraction. At the 1929
peak they reached a high plateau (P1) about four months after the reference peak and
maintained it for more than a year. At the end of the Great Depression, however, rock
bottom levels were closely approximated by all miners' earnings during the first quarter
of 1932, that is, about a half-year before general business activity reached its low.
After the first quarter, earnings moved differently in the reported categories, but it is
clear that at the bottom of the Great Depression, miners' earnings did not show the
marked lag which could be observed at earlier turning points (see Appendix Table A-25
and Chart 16).
The availability of quarterly data on both wage rates and earnings of coal miners
during the interwar period offers an opportunity for study of the differences in their
behavior. During the 1929-32 contraction, the rates and earnings records in hard-coal
mining show little difference. In soft-coal mining, wage rates rose for more than a year
after earnings had reached their top levels.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 143
properly identified at once, there would still remain important forces
making for a delay of rate adjustments. Typically, rate increases occur on
the insistence of labor, and rate cuts on the insistence of management.
What has to be explained, therefore, is the delay in these two parties'
initiative and effectiveness.28 The need to maintain friendly labor relations
may deter management from insisting on wage adjustments during the
first stages of contractions—as long as conditions are not demonstrably
bad. After cyclical peaks come decreases in orders, mounting inventories,
slowing receipts, and tighter credits, all bringing enterprises into actual
or prospective financial straits. Adjustments of costs become imperative—
among them adjustments of labor costs. The latter can be partially
reduced by layoffs and by avoidance of premium payments, a policy that
contributes to the relatively early cyclical response of earnings as compared
to rates. In the long run, cuts in basic rates become increasingly important
for the individual firms in their struggle to maintain profits. But such cuts
become possible only when rising unemployment and retail price declines
make employees willing and able to accept them. Conversely, labor's
demands become pressing only when new prosperity is clearly secure.
After cycle troughs, rising retail prices reduce the purchasing power of the
wage rate. For a while, compensation for this loss will occur in terms of
longer hours, premium payments, and possibly increased family income
through reemployment of family members formerly laid off. Continued
price rises will create strong desires for rate increases. These desires,
however, will be translated into successful demands only when increasing
orders and rising sales make employers able to yield, and when tightening
labor market conditions make them willing. The time required for such
developments explains much of the delay in the reaction of wage rates
to turns in business and employment.
Thus cyclical shifts in relative bargaining power of employers and wage
earners lead—at two periods in the cycle—to a situation in which upward
and downward adjustments can be fought for successfully. These periods
occur only after changes in employment, sales volume, and profits have
affected relative bargaining strength. They do not occur close to reference
cycle turns but lie well within the expansion or contraction phases. The
timing of labor conflicts bears out these observations: the number of
working days lost through strikes and lockouts reaches peak heights
well within periods of business upswing (Chart 11 and Appendix Table
A-l). This is true for the strike peaks of 1905, 1910, 1924, and 1928.
In fact the only reference expansions in this series which do not show
distinct strike peaks are the short expansion of 1902-3, the Burgfrieden
period during World War I, and the postwar inflation period. Strikes
seem to have been far less important during contractions. Chart 11
indicates that over the years 1899-1932 contraction periods show relatively
28Fora discussion of such delays see Wesley C. Mitchell, Business Cycles (University
of California Press, 1913), Part III, pp. 464-66; and Creamer, op. cii., pp.20-22.144 WAGESiN GERMANY
low levels of working days lost. Even 1931 and 1932, when the major
depression adjustment in wage rates took place, were years when labor
strife was at a comparatively low level. The reasons are not far to seek.
In periods of business contraction the reduced demand for goods, the
swollen inventories, and the availability of unemployed labor render most
strikes ineffective.
There are other factors that prevent prompt response of wage rates to
changing business conditions. The high degree of organization of both
employers and workers tends to enhance the defensive strength of the
particular group, which in a given phase of the cycle seeks to maintain
the status quo. But probably a more potent factor in the timing of wage
rates is the prevalence of collective agreements. Such agreements often
cover long periods and may serve to stabilize wage levels for a considerable
time after a recognized turn in business conditions. On occasion they may
even provide for increases that go into effect after the cycle reaches a
peak, or for decreases that become effective after the reference trough has
passed. For example, the long delay in rate adjustments after the 1929
peak reflects the fact that many wage contracts expired only in the course
of the year 1930.29 Also, published rate adjustments deal with minimum
rates. Reduction of voluntary payments in excess of minimum rates could
lead to a decrease of actually paid rates before recorded minimum rates
declined. There is a reasonable presumption3° that the peak of piece rates
at the beginning of the Great Depression may have been reached as early
as May 1930. Even this, however, would be a full year after the reference
turn.
Earnings shared the tendency of wage rates to lag behind turns in
general business conditions. Hourly earnings tended to show a longer
delay than weekly earnings, but both lagged less than rates. Any lag in
earnings can be traced mainly to the fact that wage rates form an important
constituent of earnings. That earnings lag less than wage rates, on the
other hand, is due to the prompter response of hours and of premium
payments to changes in business activity.3' Finally, the lesser lag of weekly
as compared with hourly earnings is explained by the fact that changes in
hours affect weekly earnings both directly and indirectly (by varying the
relative importance of hours at premium rates), whereas they influence
hourly earnings only indirectly.
29Thisis true for building, metals, textiles, and hard coal. See Horst Wagenfuhr,
"Karteipreise und Tariflöhne im Konj unkturverlauf," Jahrbucher fur Nationalökonomie
undStatistik, 1933, Vol. 1, Pp. 508-9 (Jena, 1933).
Thearbitration award of Oynhausen, made in May 1930, permitted decreases of
voluntary overpayments of piece rates and precipitated a wave of downward adjust-
ments. See Reichsarbeirsb!att 1930, Part II, p. 111.
31Onan annual basis, cyclical turns of average hours coincided with the turns in
general business conditions in 1929 and 1932. Even on a monthly basis, average hours
seem to turn within one or two months of the reference turning points (see Chart 27,
below). There is not enough information to generalize about the timing of hours during
business cycles in Germany.L
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AMPLITUDE AND PATTERNS OF WAGE CYCLES
Cycle Amplitudes
RATE MEASURES. Only for the first decade of the Reich's prewar history
can true cycles in wage rates be identified and some measures of the
amplitudes of their fluctuations be computed.32 Appendix Tables A-3
and A-4 offer some of the evidence. Hourly building rates increased by
about 45 percent from 1871 to 1876, and declined by about 19 percent33
between the latter year and 1882. Printing rates show milder fluctuations—a
33 percent increase and a 7 percent decrease during their Grunderjahre
cycle. Hourly rates of railway repair yard workers in Upper Silesia de-
clined 12 to 22 percent between 1873 and In general, there must
have been great variety in the cyclical behavior of rates during this
period. We learn that daily wage rates of building workers in Dresden
were about 25 percent lower during 1877 and 1878 than during the
Gründerjahre, and certain examples indicate declines as large as 30 percent.35
On the other hand, some wage rates seem to have survived the depres-
sion of the late 1870's without declines. The daily rate for common labor
at the chinaware factories at Meissen, for instance, is reported to have in-
creased from 1.20 marks in 1871 to 2.20 marks in 1876, and to have
maintained this level through 1883. Victor Böhmert, one of the fore-
most labor statisticians of that period, contends that the very low wage
rates of common laborers did not go down after 1876 because their plane of
living could not be further reduced.36 This does not appear to be a satis-
factory explanation. The wage rates of the chinaware workers were not of
a lower order than, say, those of railroad repair yard workers, whose rates
were in fact reduced. The reasons for the extraordinary resistance of wage
rates in the Meissen china works against downward adjustment must be
sought elsewhere. The Meissner Porzellan Manufaktur was a state-owned
enterprise, and it is probable that the maintenance of wage levels was sup-
ported by the state, for political reasons, against the downward drag by
32Inprinciple, amplitudes during these years can be derived for both specific and
reference cycles. In periods during which cyclical responses consist mainly in varying
rates of growth, or in leveling off during contractions, only reference cycle measures
can be used.
In order to derive comparable measures of relative change during expansions and
contractions one must attempt to reduce the bias created by the fact that percentage
increases are computed from a relatively low, and percentage decreases from a relatively
high, level. To minimize this bias, wage (and other) changes during reference cycles are
expressed in terms of differences between cycle relatives, the common base being cycle
averages. In the case of specific cycles, percentage changes are computed with the averages
of the values at specific turning points used as bases. To minimize the effect of random
fluctuations on amplitude measures, the peak and trough standings are represented by
three-month averages centered at the turn.
The periodical Der Arbeiterfreund (1878, p. 25) reports a decrease from 18-20
pfennigs to 16 pfennigs.
Der Arbeiterfreund, 1879, p. 19, and 1880, p. 23.
36"Statistikdes Arbeitslohns," Handwörterbuclz der Staatswissenschaften,1890
ed., Vol. 1, Pp. 707-8.146 WAGES IN GERMANY
competitive forces in the labor market. All in all, the early changes in wage
rates, covering the Gründerjahre boom and the subsequent contraction,
showed increases of about 30 to 70 percent37 and decreases of about 10
to 30 percent. These measures approximate specific amplitudes, except
for the fact that the year of the Reich's foundation, 1871, is used as a
substitute for an initial trough. It is known that wage rates tended to rise
for many years prior to 1871.38 Since these rises have trend character,
it would not seem wise to include them in any specific expansion measure—
quite apart from the fact that the present inquiry is limited to wage history
beginning with the foundation of the Reich.
Another opportunity of measuring the amplitudes of a major specific
cycle in wage rates arises for the interwar period. Annual averages of
hourly wage rates rose from 1924 to 1930 and declined from the latter
year to 1933. The increase amounts to 50 percent, the decrease to about
25 percent of the average of peak and trough. The approximate ampli-
tudes of wage rate changes during the interwar cycle were thus similar—
during both rise and fall—to those experienced during the Gründerjahre
cycle (see Appendix Table A-2 for basic data). If based on monthly
averages, the amplitude measures for the interwar cycle are somewhat
modified. On that basis hourly union rates, from their low in March
1924 to their peak plateau in May-December 1930, increased by 64
percent. From this plateau down to the trough, reached in April 1933
and stabilized by the National Socialists for many years, wage rates
decreased by 25 percent. Thus, monthly data showed a considerably
larger increase than annual data during the rise of wage rates, but there
was little difference in the extent of the decline. The explanation is simple
enough. During the rapid poststabilization adjustment of 1924, the
monthly trough in March is considerably below the average for the
whole year; by contrast, the subsequent peak and trough positions lie on
prosperity and depression plateaus respectively, so that there is little or
no difference between the monthly and average annual extremes.
The increase in wage rates between 1924 and 1930 should not, of course,
be regarded entirely as a response to the reference expansion of 1926-29.
As pointed out before and evident in Chart 14, the 1925-26 reference
contraction led to a leveling-out of wage rates between November 1925
and February 1927. Consequently, the specific response of wage rates to
the 1926-29 expansion in general business activity might be measured
between the terminal edge of this intermediate plateau (T2, in February
1927) and the May-December 1930 level. The rise of hourly rates during
this shorter span of time was only 20 percent, compared with the 64
percent increase between the poststabitization low and the high prosperity
levels.
Böhmert, bc.cit., reportsfor some enterprises increases of 50 to 100 percent, but
it is not entirely clear that he refers to wage rates proper.
Jurgen Kuczynski. Germany,1800tothePresentDay, pp. 102-7and 178-99.CYCLICAL BEHA VIOR OF WAGES 147
The behavior of wage rates during reference cycles can be followed in
Appendix Table A-20. Because of the systematic lag of wage rates, their
reference cycle amplitudes tend to be considerably smaller than the ampli-
tudes of their specific cycles. For instance, only a minor portion of the
Griinderjahre rise in wage rates took place during the expansion of 1870-72;
the decisive rises occurred between 1872 and 1876, a period of contraction
in general business. It has already been pointed out that for almost half
a century no major cyclical declines occurred. However, both flattening-
out and minor cyclical declines are clearly apparent, in the long-term
building series and in the samples of effectively paid rates, during the
reference contractions of 1890-94 and 1900-1902. For the 1926-32 cycle,
the measurement of wage rate amplitudes during reference cycle phases
leads to results differing only little from the measures of their amplitudes
during the specific cycle of 1927-33. The reason lies again in the step
function character of rate changes. Despite the substantial lags in the
turning points, or plateau edges, of rates, only small changes in wage
levels took place during these lags (see Chart 15).
EARNINGS MEASURES, ALL INDUSTRY. Up to the mid-l920's our informa-
tion on the amplitudes of earnings is severely restricted by the limita-
tions of the available wage data. Table 36 presents some evidence relating
to the Grunderjahre. Again, as in the case of wage rates, specific earnings
rises are determined from the year 1871 on. Measured in this fashion,
specific cycle increases vary between 3 and 50 percent of the average
between peak and trough, decreases between 15 and 57 percent. These
amplitudes are roughly similar to those found in wage rates. However,
the variation of amplitudes within the group of earnings is so wide, and
the rates data and earnings data are so different in coverage, that no
definite conclusions can be drawn as to the comparative behavior of the
two during these early years. Somewhat more enlightening is the com-
parison of rates and earnings series for the period 1871-1913 in Chart
12 and Appendix Tables A-20 and A-23. In comparison to the three long-
term wage-rate series, the earnings series show a more frequent occurrence
of genuine cycles.It appears that wage rates fluctuate least, hourly
earnings somewhat more, and daily and shift earnings most.
Comparisons between amplitudes of rates and earnings become feasible
at last for the interwar period. Amplitudes of hourly rates, hourly earnings,
and weekly earnings, all in annual form, are given in the following tabu-
lation: We note that in all cases, hourly rates showed the smallest ampli-
tudes, hourly earnings intermediate, and weekly earnings the largest.
The reasons for this order are similar to those determining the timing
relationship between these series. The behavior of earnings is affected not
only by wage rates, but also by other elements, particularly the number
of hours worked.
Inspection of Charts 12 and 2 shows that, also during reference cycles,
earnings amplitudes were larger than those of wage rates (see also the148 WAGES IN GERMANY
From 1925 to specific peak
From 1924 to specific peaka
From specific peak to specific trough
aAccordingto our estimates of 1924 levels.









amplitude measures in Appendix Tables A-20 and A-23). For the period
1886-1902, for which information on effective wage rates is available, the
following tabulation shows reference cycle amplitudes of six rate and
three earnings series: In the two prewar cycles the amplitudes of wages
AVERAGE ANNUAL CHANGE OF CYCLE RELATIVES





aBasedon incomplete reference expansion.
-1-6 —7 +14 +1
+8 —9 +16 —1
+9 —13 +19 —4
Expansion is measured from 1924 on.

















1886-901890-94 1900 1902 sionslions
Union Rates
Hourly printing rates + I + 1 +0 +4 +0.5+2.5
Hourly building rates +4 —0 +2 +1 +3.0+0.5
Weekly printing rates +1 0 +1 +4 +1.0+2.0
Weekly building rates+3 0 +2 0 +2.5 0
Effective Rates
Hourly building rates +3 +0 +3 +1 +3.0+0.5
Hourly machinery rates+6 —2 +3 —2 +4.5 —2.0
Earnings
Daily earnings, Krupp+2 +1 +3 —3 +2.5 1.0
Shift earnings,
Dortmund, miners +9 —2 +5 —7 +7.0—4.5
Weekly earnings
(Comprehensive series) +3 0 +2 —1 +2.5 —0.5
SOURCE: Appendix Tables A-20 and
were small and so were the differences between them. The evidence suggests
a somewhat stronger cyclical response of effective rates as compared to
union rates, and a somewhat stronger response of earnings as compared to
rates. For corroborative evidence we must ttirn to the interwar measures.
These show clearly larger amplitudes of earnings as compared with rates,
and larger amplitudes of weekly as compared with hourly earnings. This
observation is valid both for the expansion and the contraction phases.
A-23.
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MINING. The information on shiftearningsof minersis markedly
superior, both in time coverage and quality, to available earnings records
for other industries. From 1886, the mining data are reported separately
for underground miners and workers above ground for a variety of coal,
ore, and salt mines on an annual basis, and from 1889, on a quarterly basis.
CHART17
Average Shift Earnings of Coal Miners, Dortmund, Annual and Quarterly
Data, 1889—1913 and 1924—1932
and 29 percent on thebasis of annual, data. The corresponding specific
Here amplitudes—both for reference and for specific cycles—are expressed in terms



























Shaded areas represent business contractions, in terms or annual chronology.
Source: Appendix Tables A.6, A-7, and A-24.
Comparisonof quarterly and annual data shows only moderate differences
in cyclical amplitudes39 (see Chart 17). For the Dortmund underground
coal miners, for instance, the average rise in the specific expansions during
the cycles 1891-1913 and 1924-32, was 34 percent on the basis of quarterly,150 WAGESIN GERMANY
declines amounted to 18 percent and 15 percent respectively.40 Chart 4
permits a comparison of amplitudes in the earnings of underground
miners and surface workers. During the period prior to 1913 the earnings
of underground workers fluctuated considerably more than those of
surface workers. In the poststabilization period this difference was less
pronounced. The reason for the differing behavior of the two series is that
earnings of underground miners were based largely on output, while
surface workers were generally paid on a time basis. For the period 1924-32
the importance of this difference is reduced, however, by rapid changes in
wage rates which affected underground miners and surface workers to
almost the same extent.
There were marked variations in the cyclical fluctuations of earnings
in different districts and different types of mines (see Chart 18 and
Appendix Tables A-26 and A-27). The type of product mined seems to
have had important effects on the amplitudes of shift earnings. Thus
the largest amplitudes occur in the copper ore mines of Halle. Apparently
the marked fluctuations in the effective demand for this basic industrial
material led to wide swings in the number of shifts worked, in the average
length of shifts, and in the incidence and extent of premium payments.4'
By contrast, note the smaller earnings fluctuations of those mines in Halle
which produce potash for fertilizers and salt for human consumption. The
steady growth and the low income-elasticity of the demand for these pro-
ducts seem to have protected not only production and prices, but also
workers' earnings, from violent cyclical swings. Even among different
coal-mining centers, some variation in earnings amplitudes can be traced
to differences in the product. Lignite from Halle, for instance, was used
largely for home fuel, while the hard coal output of Dortmund went mainly
into industrial consumption. Corresponding to the larger cyclical ampli-
tude in industrial as compared with domestic use, shift earnings in Halle's
lignite mines show smaller swings, at least during specific cycles.
For every one of the ten series, increases during expansions were clearly
larger than decreases during contractions. The aggregate measure of
earnings in all ten mining districts shows that the average increase during
reference expansions was +15points, the average decline during con-
tractions —5;thecorresponding figures for specific cycles were +26
40SeeTable 38 and Appendix Table A-26. The brief cycle 1890-91, which appeared
in the quarterly but not in the annua' data, is excluded from the average to insure
comparison of cyclical movements between corresponding peaks and troughs. The
difference between the quarterly and annual amplitude measures stems from the fact
that the annual data neglect the contribution to the total amplitude of intra-annual
fluctuations during peak and trough years. The average difference during expansions is
enhanced by the large poststabilization adjustment during the calendar year 1924,
which is reflected only in part in the annual record.
41honore miners in the Upper Han experienced remarkably small earnings cycles
despite the fact that the product is an industrial raw material. The mines were state
owned, and subject to a policy striving for cyclically stable production, employment,













Shaded areas represent business contractions.




and —12 (see Table 38). This situation reflects the strong long-term upward
trends. Expansions tended to last longer than contractions, and the rate of
change during expansions tended to be greater than that during con-
tractions. The measures of total amplitudes during expansions and
contractions do not permit conclusions as to the comparative rates of
change per year. These rates, averaged by cycle, are shown in Table
38. During reference cycles the average annual rate of increase in ex-
pansions is larger than the average annual rate of decrease during con-
tractions for each of the ten series. During specific cycles, however, coal
miners' earnings in Dortmund and ore miners' earnings in Halle and
Siegen-Nassau show larger average annual changes in contractions than
CYCLICAL BEHAViOR OF WAGES 151
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TABLE 38







Hard coal, Upper Silesia+15 —4 +25 —10
Hard coal, Lower Silesia+14 —4 +25 —11
Hard coal, Dortmundb +16 —6 +29 —15
Hard coal, SaarDistrictc +8 —2 +13 —6
Hard coal, Aachen +16 —5 +27 —12
Soft coal, Halle + 14 —4 +24 —10
Salt, HaIle +14 —2 +23 —8
Ore, Halle +23 —10 +37 —22
Ore, Upper Harz + 13 +2 +48 —9
Ore, Siegen-Nassau +22 —12 +34 —20
Ten Centers +15 —5 +26 —12
AVERAGE ANNUAL CHANGE OF CYCLE RELATIVESa
Reference Cycles Specific Cycles
ExpansionsContractionsExpansionsContractions
Hard coal, Upper Silesia +6 —1 +5 —4
Hard coal, Lower Silesia +6 0 +5 —5
Hard coal, Dortmundb +6 —1 +5 —8
Hard coal, Saar Districtc +2 0 +3 —3
Hard coal, Aachen +6 —1 +6 —4
Soft coal, Halle +6 —1 +4 —4
Salt, Halle +6 0 +4 —4
Ore, Halle +10 —2 +7 —9
Ore, Upper Harz +3 +3 +4 —4
Ore, Siegen-Nassau +8 —6 +7 —9
Ten Centers +6 —1 +5 —4
a changes of cycle relatives are based on annual series. The averages presented
are derived from measures for individual cycle phases, that is each cycle phase carries
the same weight irrespective of years covered.
b For Dortmund the given measures were compared with others derived from quarterly
data; the two sets were very similar, as could be surmised from Chart 17.
CDataend 1913.
SOURCE: Appendix Tables A-6, A-7, A-23, A-24, A-26, and A-27.
in expansions. For the ten districts as a whole, the average annual change
in expansions is +5, that in contractions —4 percentage points.
Information pertaining to coal mines in the years 1924-38 provides us
with an opportunity of comparing the behavior of rates and earnings, on a
quarterly basis, for a well-defined segment of industry. Wage rates and
earnings are presented separately for soft and hard coal, and for under-
ground and surface workers, in Appendix Table A-25 and Chart 16.
Graphic comparison shows that the amplitudes of rates and of shiftCYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 153
earningsare surprisingly close, differing in this respect from the broad
annual wage indexes, wherein earnings amplitudes exceeded those of
wage rates by a considerable margin.
EXCESS OF EARNINGS OVER RATES. The quantitative differences in cyclical
behavior as between rates and earnings depend largely on the extent to
which various earnings components are permitted to influence the wage
measures used. The differences in amplitudes can be traced to the group
of factors which "modify" wage rates into earnings. For the years 1924
to 1933 the excess of hourly earnings over rates changed as follows :42
HourlyHourlyExcess of Earnings
YearRatesEarnings over Rates
(pfennigs) (percent of rates)
1924 51.5 53.3 +3.5
1925 65.0 69.3 +6.6
1926 70.3 73.3 +4.3
1927 74.4 80.2 +7.8
1928 80.8 90.1 +11.5
1929 85.3 94.9 +11.3
1930 86.8 92.2 +6.2
1931 82.3 85.2 +3.5
1932 69.7 71.5 +2.6
1933 67.6 69.3 +2.5
souRcE: Hourly rates for 1929-33: Wirtschaft und Statistik, passim; for 1924-28: our
estimates, based on index of hourly rates (Appendix Table A-2).
Hourly earnings: our estimates, based on absolute level for 1936 (Handbuch1928-44,
p. 469), and index of hourly earnings (Appendix Table A-2).
The cyclical character and the positive conformity of the modifying factors
are brought out by these computations. The excesses reach three turning
points in advance of, or at the same time as, reference cycle turns; they
continue to show a small decline even after the 1932 reference trough.
From September 1927 on, special wage investigations in single industries
provide some additional information. They were made every three years
but unfortunately not simultaneously for all industries, so that the results
do not refer to comparable stages of the cycle.43 Despite this shortcoming,
42Thecomparison is based on the comprehensive rates and earnings series as given
in Appendix Table A-2. For rates the series is based on sixteen industries from 1928
to 1933, the earlier period (1924.27) being extrapolated on the basis of fewer industries.
For earnings the whole series is estimated by the Statistische Reichsamt. Although the
industry coverages are not comparable, the series are so comprehensive that the move-
ments of both may be regarded as representative. The relation of the absolute levels
must be considered with more caution. Yet the relation between the levels must be
approximately right, for in 1932, when the excess of earnings over rates is known to
have been small, the computed difference amounts to only 2.6 percent. It must be
understood further that the comparison is between actual hourly earnings and nominal
rates; there is practically no information on the excess of actually paid rates over
nominal rates.
The results are published in Wirtschafe und Statistik, and summary tables are
reproduced in various issues of the Jahrbuch.154 WAGES IN GERMANY
the investigations provide some detailed illustrations of the excess of
earnings over rates, at known stages of the business cycle. The excesses
are sometimes surprisingly large—occasionally larger than the rate itself.M
average excess of earnings over rates for whole industries is, of course,
more moderate. There are at least two major reasons for the relatively
wide industrial variation among the excesses: industries with a large
proportion of piece work tended to show higher excesses; and some
industries followed a rate policy whereby excesses were built up and
then reduced without changes in the agreed rate.
W. Woytinsky observes that the industrial differentials among union
rates are larger than those among effective hourly earnings, so that the
excesses of earnings over rates tend to reduce extreme differentials in basic
rates. In support of this thesis he offers the tabulation below.45 The tabu-
lation refers to piece work only and gives no information on the relation
of hourly earnings to the corresponding time rates. Other students have
found that the relation of earnings to rates is not the same for both time
Average HourlyAverage Average
Year Union Rates ExcessHourly Earnings
(p fe nn i g s)
Rolling mills 1928 79.8 56.5 136.3
Smelting 1928 81.9 39.3 121.2
Shoes 1929 97.9 26.5 124.4
Metal products1928 99.0 21.1 120.1
Chemicals 1928 109.8 22.4 132.2
Woodworking 1928 117.5 10.3 127.8
work and piece work. In general, according to Straube,46 within an
industry the excess of earnings over time rates is greatest for the higher-
paid skilled workers. By contrast, the excess over piece rates is greatest
when these rates are relatively low. Among different industries, excess of
earnings over rates is largest for the industries with low time rates. How-
ever, these rules are subject to exceptions, since the excess of earnings over
rates is affected by the timing of the investigations and the renewal dates
of union contracts.
Cycle Patterns
RATE CYCLES. Wage rate cycles have distinct over-all patterns. We have
seen that the movements of printing rates before 1913 approximated a step
function because such rate agreements were drawn on a nationwide basis
"For first rollers in Siegerland rolling mills the excess amounted to 125 percent of
the rate in October 1928 (Jahrbuch 1930, p. 291).
"Handworterbuch des Gewerkschaftswesens, pp. 1575 if. The author compares wage
rates with earnings, excluding premium payments for overtime, etc. However, the use
of earnings including premium payments would not materially affect the picture.
"Dora Straube, Die Veranderungen von Lohn und Preis nach der Stabilisierung in
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andfor relatively long periods. The long terms of the agreements explain
both the progress of the rates by sudden steps, and their poor correspond-
ence with changes in general business conditions. Building rates followed
a different course before World War I; they moved more gradually (see
Chart 3). Rates in the three selected cities were based on local arrangements
which were subject to frequent revision; hence they conformed somewhat
more closely to cyclical changes in the economy at large.
The step-by-step movements as well as the smooth progression of
average wage levels can be observed in the behavior of monthly union
rates during the interwar period. Comparison of Charts 14 and 15 shows
that the movements of average union rates for all industry are considerably
smoother than those of the component industries. The step-by-step
progress, with its many intermediate plateaus and instantaneous rate
changes, appears for both individual industries and for their average:
(1) during 1925-26 when, under the weight of the business recession,
current rate arrangements were commonly continued or changed only
slightly; (2) at the prosperity plateau of 1929-30, when long-term agree-
ments in effect in most industries insured stability of wage rate levels;
(3) at the end of 1931, when the government's emergency decree brought
about compulsory rate adjustments in all industries; and (4) from 1933
on, when the stabilization policy of the National Socialist regime pre-
vented a cyclical recovery of wage rates.
In periods when changes in wage rates were neither controlled nor
suppressed by external forces, appreciable differences may be observed in
their behavior patterns from industry to industry. Investigation of rates
for skilled male workers in various industries shows that relatively smooth
changes of industry averages prevailed in brewing, textiles, and metals—all
of which had wage agreements of relatively short duration and predomin-
antly local or regional character. In other industries, changes of average
rates occurred by steps whenever the agreements were Reich-wide, as in
printing, or when wage agreements were concluded at a particular season.
Pottery, chemicals, and book printing tended to experience wage-rate
changes in the spring, soft coal in the winter.47
In monthly union rates the expansion phase is markedly longer than the
contraction (see Chart 14). If the whole period of March 1924 to April
1933 is regarded as one huge cycle, the asymmetrical character of the
wave is most pronounced—an expansion of 80 months compared to a
contraction of3l months. If, on the other hand, the plateau from November
1925 to February 1927 is regarded as a contraction, then two specific
cycles are to be recognized, with troughs at January 1924, February 1927
(T2), and April 1933 (T1). Even here the asymmetry is apparent: the first
cycle embraces an expansion of twenty-two months and a contraction of
fifteen, and the second an expansion of forty-six months and a contraction
Ibid., p.27.156 WAGES IN GERMANY
of twenty-eight.48 In the same chart the duration of these cycle phases can
be compared graphically with that of the corresponding reference cycle
phases, in which, also, the length of expansions exceeds that of contrac-
tions. But this excess is far less pronounced than for wage rates.
EARNINGS CYCLES. The contours of the cyclical movements of earnings
tend on the whole to be smoother than those of rates (see Chart 12).
That we find smoother lines for earnings is not surprising, since the elements
which modify rates into earnings change, by and large, gradually.
The asymmetry of wage cycles is apparent also in earnings; shift
earnings of miners, for instance, form cycles with considerably longer
expansion than contraction phases. For the quarterly earnings series of
Dortmund coal miners, the standard analysis of the National Bureau
established an averge duration of specific expansions of 57.0 months,
while specific contractions lasted only 20.4 months.49 Reference cycles
show a less extreme difference between the duration of expansions and
contractions.
The cyclical patterns of shift earnings in Dortmund were not exceptional.
Although, as pointed out above, the behavior of miners' earnings is
diversified (see Chart 18), annual averages of shift earnings of hewers
and haulers in ten mining districts show the same general pattern as the
earnings of Dortmund miners (see Chart 4). The asymmetry and the
smoothness of earnings cycles are notable also in the comprehensive
earnings index available for the interwar period (see Chart 2).
WAGE CYCLES AND EMPLOYMENT
Timing Relations. We shall now proceed to relate wage cycles to changes
in employment conditions, to fluctuations in the occurrence and intensity
of labor strife, and various types of governmental activity—in short, to
changing conditions in the labor market. First to be investigated is the
relation of fluctuations in wages to changes in employment.
On the whole, changes in employment are rather closely correlated with
movements in general business activity. Even the scant statistical data
available for the years prior to World War I indicate clearly that employ-
ment fluctuations conform closely to the ups and downs of business
conditions. For the interwar period the relation of reference turns,
employment cycles, and wage behavior can be discussed on the basis of
considerably better data. Monthly indicators of employment conditions,
in deseasonalized form, are compared in the accompanying tabulation
with the peaks and troughs in general business activity. It shows, that
Herethe end of the prosperity plateau in December 1930 is regarded as the upper
turning point (P2) of the second cycle. Even if the prosperity plateau itself is not in-
cluded in either specific expansion or contraction, the duration of the actual rise exceeds
considerably that of the actual decline. Only if the beginning of the plateau (P1) in
May 1930 is regarded as dividing expansion and contraction, does the duration of the
two phases become almost the same.
"In five cycles during 1890-1914 and 1924-32.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 157
CYCLICALTURNING POINTS IN EMPLOYMENT INDICATORS
AND IN GENERALBUSINESSCONDITIONS
Employment
Employed Members in Percent of
a ofSickness Insurance Capacity
Turning ReferenceAt Employment In Percent of
PointsCycles Exchanges Union Series I Series II JKF
Dates of Turning Points
Peak Mar. '25 May '25 May '25
TroughMar. '26 Aug. '26 July '26 June '26
PeakApr. '29 Oct. '27 Apr. '28 Feb. '28 Aug. '29 Aug. '28
TroughAug. '32 July '32 July '32 July '32 Aug. '32
Leads, —,andLags, +,ofEmployment Indicators
(in months)
PeakMar.'25 +2 +2
TroughMar.'26 +5 +4 +3
Peak Apr. '29 —18 —12 —14 +4 —8
TroughAug.'32 —1 —1 . —1 0
aThepeaks and troughs of the unemployment series were inverted to make them comparable with
the other measures in this tabulation.
Appendix Table A-28. For graphic presentation of registered unemployed and employed
members of sickness insurance funds, see also Chart 27.
during the relatively mild contraction of 1925-26, the available employ-
ment indicators reacted with a tardiness of about 2 to 5monthsat peak
and trough. During the Great Depression of 1929-32, turns in the employ-
ment indicators tended to precede those in general business activity—at
the 1929 peak by eight to eighteen months,5° but by only one month at
the subsequent trough.
Wage lags behind employment turns would obviously differ from those
behind reference turns. Their timing in relation to reference turns and to
LAG OF WAGERATES,
TURNING POINTS IN MONTHS:
Reference Behind Behind Un-
CyclesUnemploymentWage RatesReference Turnsemployment
Peak Mar. '25 May '25 Nov. '25 (P1) 8 6
TroughMar. '26 Aug. '26 Feb. '27 (T2) 11 6
PeakApr. '29 Oct. '27 May '30(P1) 13 31
Dec. '30(P2) 20 38
TroughAug. '32 July '32 Mar. '33 (T1) 7 8
SOURCE Table 34 and Appendix Table A-28.
Alsoemployed members of sickness insurance associations show a marked lead,
according to the unrevised series (i). The revised series (Ii) shows a lag of 4 months, or,
if May is regarded as an alternative peak, a lag of I month. The latter segment n differs
from the earlier segment I mainly in that it is based on a constant number of reporting
insurance societies. Reichsarbeitsblatt 1932, Supplement 10, pp. 6 if.158 WAGESIN GERMANY
unemployment may be observed in the last tabulation. In each case the
lag of wage rates remains even if the length of the lag changes. Obviously
the delayed response of wage rates cannot be explained by lags in employ-
ment.
Pertinent also is the degree of unemployment at the time wage rates
reacted to the deterioration of labor market conditions. Taking the 1929
peak as an example, we find that when the top plateau in wage rates was
reached (P1, in May 1930), unemployment amounted to almost 3 million,
and the unemployment rate of union members to 20 percent—both
before seasonal adjustment. At the terminal point of the plateau (P2, in
December 1930), that is, at the last month before union wage rates showed
an actual decline, unemployment had hit the 3.5 million mark and the
unemployment rate among trade union members was 34 percent. Also
to be noted is the extent of part-time employment among trade union
members—another 21 percent of their membership. That is to say, full
time employment had been reduced to 45 percent of organized workers
before wage rates gave way to the labor market pressures.
Large-scale unemployment, coupled with maintenance of wage-rate
levels, was historically a new experience. This became the basis of claims
that wage-rate behavior had acquired characteristics which seriously
interfered with the mechanisms normally relied upon to bring about
recovery. The strength of the unions was cited as the major reason for this
rigidity. Whether or not such assumptions were sound, there can be no
doubt that both union rates and effective rates did in fact resist downward
adjustment in the face of widespread unemployment.
Amplitudes
ALL INDUSTRIES. The magnitude of changes in wage levels is, to a certain
extent, correlated with amplitudes of employment cycles, as shown by
the data presented in Appendix Tables A-i, A-2, and A-28, and Charts
26 and 27 later in this chapter. Associated with the moderate decline of em-
ployment (among employed subscribers to sickness insurance) from 104.7
in 1925 to 97.1 in 1926 (December 1924 =100)is a scarcely noticeable
reaction of wage rates, and a slight deceleration in the increase of earnings.5'
The more substantial employment changes from 1926 to 1929 and from
1929 to 1932 (+10 percent and —34 percent respectively), on the other
hand, were accompanied by hourly rate changes of +19percent and —20
percent, hourly earnings changes of +25 percent and —28 percent, and
weekly earnings changes of +8 percent and —40 percent respectively.52
The positive relation between the amplitudes of employment and wages
appears particularly clearly in the comparison between the two contraction
phases, 1925-26 and 1929-32.
51Wageand employment changes during the preceding expansion are neglected
because of the atypical poststabilization adjustment of wage rates.
52Changesfor each cycle phase are expressed in percent of the average of the standing
at both turning points. Computations are based on annual data.—
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Over long periods of time, however, one cannot find such close relation-
ships for the fluctuations in wages and employment. For instance, the
amplitudes of wage fluctuations during the Grunderjahre cycle of 1870-79
and during the Weimar Republic cycle of 1926-32 were of similar magni-
tude, though the two business cycles differed greatly in severity. The
Institut für Konjunkturforschung calculates the decrease in volume of
production during the first cycle as 10 to 20 percent.53 During the Great
Depression the decrease in production was 42 percent (of peak level).M
Relative to the severity of the cycle, wage rates were less flexible in the
Great Depression than in the 1870's.
We can compare cyclical amplitudes of wage rates in various industries
with those of measures of employment in the same industries.55 Table
39 contains such measures, on an annual basis, for fifteen industries which
are arrayed according to the severity of their wage-rate declines. For a
number of industries, the table shows also the percentage decline in
finished product prices. There appears to be little correlation between the
severity of wage-rate declines and declines in finished product prices. The
evidence shows a tendency of wage rates to fall more sharply in industries
with greater employment and production declines. We find also that wage-
rate, employment, and production declines tend to be milder in consumers'
goods industries than in producers' goods—a fact that may help to
explain the differences in absolute wage levels between these industry
groups.
MINING. The data on this industry permit us to relate amplitudes in the
fluctuations of shift earnings to those in employment and other relevant
variables. Total employment in ten mining districts, and shift earnings
for underground miners and for surface workers in the same establish-
ments are compared in Chart 19. The most striking features of the employ-
ment series are the bold rise during the pre-1913 period and the precipitous
fall during the interwar years. The rise is due, of course, to the rapid
industrial expansion of the country up to World War I; the fall is due to
the introduction of laborsaving devices during the mid-1920's and, after
1929, to the effects of the Great Depression. Chart 19 shows only a limited
correlation between mining wages and mining employment. Up to 1913
miners' earnings evidenced relatively strong fluctuations in periods where
mining employment showed cyclical influences only in the form of
retardation of growth.56 Similarly, during the expansion of 1926-29,
IKF Sonderheft 31, p. 43. Note, however, that the published index of industrial
production shows a decline of only 6 percent, with a decline of 4 percent in producers'
goods and 10 percent in consumers'; op. cit., p. 58 (measures in percent of peak levels).
See Appendix Table A-I.
Reference-cycle amplitudes during the Great Depression are the only measures
that can be derived for a sufficient number of wage-rate, employment, or production
series to permit systematic comparisons.
The strong secular trends in mining employment make it difficult to relate the
observed variations in cyclical amplitudes of earnings among different mining districts
to corresponding variations in employment.160 WAGESIN GERMANY
TABLE 39
Cyclical Declines in Wage Rates, Prices, and Employment, from 1929 to 1932
(percent)a





















































































Soft coal 14.4 ... ... 29.8 ...
Textiles 13.6 22.8 24.1 16.5 55.7
Shoes 12.5 ... 21.3 17.8 32.6
Brewing 12.1 ... ... 41.2 ...
a Percentage changes are stated in conventional form, i.e., they are based on levels
for the year 1929.
b Data give employment as percent of "employment capacity." However, this tech-
nologically determined capacity does not change greatly in the short run, particularly
during contractions.
Baking and confectionery.
Average decline in foods (10.7%) and in coffee, tea, beer, tobacco, etc. (17.6%).
eFoodsand beverages, but excluding tobacco.
Foods, beverages, and tobacco.
SOURCE, by column:
(I) Computed from Appendix Table A-21.
(2) From lKFHandbuch 1936, pp. 19-24.
(3) From IKFHandbuch 1933, p. 25 if.
(4) From IKFHandbuch 1936, pp. 49-50.
(5) From Appendix Table A-32.
earnings increased substantially, although employment barely maintained
its level. Finally, during the contraction of 1929-32, earnings decreased
only moderately despite a precipitous decline in employment. Apparently
miners' earnings fluctuated more with general business conditions and with
wages in other industries than with employment in the mining industry
itself.
For the hard coal mining district of Dortmund, an attempt was made to
assemble more detailed evidence on employment, shifts worked, pro-
duction, productivity, and other factors that might help to explain the
cyclical behavior of miners' earnings (see Appendix Tables A-6, A-7,
and A-29, and Chart 20). The data suggest that extra shifts and overtimeCYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 161
shifts played an important role in this respect. Frequently such shifts were
not counted separately, so that the overtime pay appears as increased
"shift" earnings.
earnings. In periods
Market conditions and the coal price also influenced
of high prices and brisk demand, employers were
liberal in their standards of what constituted a full cart and what kind of
coal warranted premium pay because it was extra hard, came from thin
seams, or was not easily accessible. All these elements entered into the
CHART19





















Shaded areas represent business contractions
Source: Appendix Tables A-6 and A-7. For employment, see Zeitschrift fLr
wesen, possim.
dos Berg—, und Salinen-
wage arrangement and could be shaded in what was essentially an adjust-
ment of piece rates for underground miners. Surfaceworkers served
on a time arrangement. But changes in their basic rates and the incidence
of overtime imparted cyclicity—though of smaller amplitudes—also to the
shift earnings of these workers.
Wages, Employment, and Payroll. The roles played by rates, earnings,
and employment in labor-market cycles can be analyzed through their
contributions to payroll changes. The available data do not permit a
breakdown of payroll fluctuations into their determinants, for a full cycle;
but such an analysis can be carried through for the business contraction
of 1929-32. The basic data are to be found in Table 40, where we note that
during this reference contraction the total payroll in manufacturing and
mining industries decreased by 60 percent,57 while employment went down
about 40 percent. Average annual (or weekly) earnings, for wage earners
kept their jobs, were reduced by about one-third; part of this loss
The percentage changes are measured from the peak.
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of Dortmund Miners, and Other Variables,
1871—1913 and 1924—1934
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Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Source: Appendix Tables A-8 and A-29 and their sources.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 163
TABLE40
Cyclical Changes in the Industrial Payroll and Its Major Components,
1929-1932
Unit 1929 1930 1931 1932
(1) Hourly union rates pfennigs85.3 86.8 82.3 69.7
(2) Ratio of earnings to rates ratio 1.113 1.062 1.035 1.026
(3) Averagehourly earnings pfennigs94.9 92.2 85.2 71.5
(line 1 x line 2)
(4) Number of hours worked per weekhours 46.0244.2242.4841.46
(5) Number of weeks per year weeks 48.7 49.0 49.0 49.0
(6) Number of hours worked per yearhours 2240 2167 20822032
(line 4 x line 5)
(7) Average annual earnings marks 2126 1998 1774 1453
(line 5 x line 6)
(8) Employed workers million
workers 6.2415.4284.4923.711
(9) Total wage payroll billion
(line 6 x line 7) marks 13.2710.85 7.97 5.39
SOURCE, byline:
(1) Wirtschaft und Statist/k, passini.
(2) Computed: (3) ± (1).
(3) Our estimate based on absolute levels (Handbuch 1924-44, p. 469) and index
(Appendix Table A-2).
(4) Our estimate. Hours worked per day (lKFHandbuch1936,p. 32), multiplied by 6.
(5) 1929 and 1932 computed: (6) ± (4); 1930 and 1931 assumed to be equal to 1932.
(6) Computed: for 1929 and 1932 (7) ± (3) x 100; for 1930 and 1931 (4) x (5).
(7)Computed: for 1929 and 1932 (9) ± (8); for 1930 and 1931 (3) x (6).
(8) Handbuch1928-44,p. 480.
(9) 1929 and 1932, Wirtschaft undStat/silk,1939, p. 301. For 1930 and 1931, com-
puted: (7) x (8).
Hourly rates and earnings are averages based on constant weights. Any resultant
inaccuracies are of minor importance, for the limited purposes of this table.
must have been due to the shortening of the average workweek by about
10 percent. Average hourly earnings dropped by only 25percent,and the
decline of minimum rates set by collective agreement was still milder,
amounting to about 18 percent. That the drop was larger in average
hourly earnings than in rates may be explained on several counts. Among
them are the decline of work at premium rates; reduction of output paid
for by piece rates; changes in the industrial, sex, and age composition of
the work force and of hours worked; and the decrease of voluntary rate
payments in excess of agreed minima. No data are available for an
evaluation of the changes in these factors. It can be estimated, however,
that the average excess of hourly earnings over minimum union rates
amounted to about 11 percent in 1929, but to only 3 percent in 1932.58
Having presented the percentage changes of various payroll components,
let us measure the contribution made by each of these components to the
This statement is based on the possibly incautious assumption thattherates and
earnings samples are roughly comparable.164 WAGESIN GERMANY
total decline in industrial payroll.59 According to this tabulation the





Excess of hourly earnings
over rates .85 10.8
Wage rates 1.39 17;6
Total industrial payroll 7.88 100.0
decrease in employment accounts for more than half of the total payroll
reduction, and the decrease in employment and hours together for more
than 70 percent. The drop in hourly earnings accounts for close to 30
percent of the total decline, and that in wage rates proper for less than
20 percent. It must be stressed that these figures describe the numerical
contribution of the various factors, but do not reflect the causal importance
among the variables.60
The approach to the measurement of these contributions was originally suggested
by Paul Boschan. It is described in a joint paper to be separately published. Roughly,
the total contribution of each factor is built up from its contributions to changes in the
product of the several factors during small subperiods—in this case the year-to-year
changes. Within the subintervals, the contribution of each factor can be regarded as a
compromise between its maximum and minimum possible contribution. Computation-
ally, the contribution of each factor is derived from the weighted change of the particular
factor during the subinterval, the weights being determined by the average levels of the
other factors. The weighted changes of the various factors add up, in each subinterval
and interval, to the change in their product.
60TheGerman government's wage-rate decree of 1931 was accompanied by an
extended controversy on the cyclical consequences of alternative wage policies. The
problem was whether a deflationary wage policy should be pursued in order to increase
profitability, or whether maintenance or perhaps even an increase of wage rates would
augment purchasing power, and thus serve to restore prosperity. The following findings
of the present study may bear upon this controversy: (1) wage rates showed material
cyclical declines only twice in the seventy-five-year period; (2) these decreases lagged
behind turns in general business; (3) the numerical contribution of the decline of union
rates to the total payroll contraction was limited to about one-fifth.
We can now perceive that the argument for high wage policies was subject to certain
limitations: The decline in wage rates contributed little to the decline in the payroll,
and still less to the contraction of total purchasing power. The depression continued to
deepen despite the fact that high wage levels were maintained for a long time—about one
and one-half years—after the turn in general business conditions. Under the enormous
pressures of unemployment, actual upward adjustments of wage rates would have been
extremely unlikely. The statistical evidence also throws some light on the alternative
proposition, that is, the policy of stimulating employment and supporting profitability
by decreasing wages. Relevant in this connection is the rare occurrence of actual rate
declines, their relatively mild character, and the long delays involved. Also, both parties
to the wage controversy would have done well to give adequate weight to the inter-
national aspect of the economic catastrophe, of which German events formed only a
part. In focusing their attention on wage rates, both sides tended perhaps to over-
estimate the strategic importance of an economic variable which is relatively inflexible
and constitutes only one of many factors in the complex cyclical process.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 165
Cycles in Wage Rates and Prices
GENERAL
Comparisons of the cyclical behavior of wage rates and prices can be
carried through only in rather rough form, for several reasons. Neither
the prices nor the wage rates reported were necessarily those paid (effective
prices or rates). The wholesale prices at our disposal are for the most part
list prices and do not show concessions that might have been frequent in
slack periods. And the wage rates we quote are generally minimum rates
which cannot reflect the higher payments made in lively periods of business.
During the years of the Weimar Republic, prices tended to have a maximum
and wages a minimum character.6' While list prices tended to be closer
to effective prices during prosperity, and union rates closer to effective
rates during depression, the published quotations in both instances failed
to describe the full amplitudes of actual fluctuations. Moreover, the
industrial coverage is reasonably similar for only a few price-wage com-
parisons; in general, our indexes do not cover the same segment of the
economy. These shortcomings do not vitiate all comparisons of prices and
wages, but they do indicate the limits within which such comparisons
can be taken as valid.
CYCLES IN WAGE RATES AND WHOLESALE PRICES
Cyclical Behavior, Annual Series, 1871-1944. Wholesale prices and wage
rates for 1871 through 1944 are depicted, on an annual basis, in Charts
6 and 21. Most of the components of the wholesale price index are raw
materials prices. A number. of differences in cyclical behavior as between
these prices and wage rates are to be noted in the rough annual data.
First of all, wholesale prices show distinct cycles which in almost all cases
can be clearly associated with changes in general business conditions.
In wholesale prices there is little skipping of cycles.62 Compared with the
wage rates traced in the same charts, the conformity of wholesale price
cycles to those of general business is definitely superior, and their turning
points are closer to business peaks and troughs. Nor do wholesale prices
show the strong lags, which are so consistent a feature of wage-rate cycles.
It is true that-wholesale prices lagged behind the 1872 peak63 and behind
the 1878, 1904, and 1932 troughs. On the other hand, wholesale prices
showed an early peak before the 1882 break in business prosperity,
61Evenduring this period there may have occurred premium payments above quoted
prices and occasional wage payments below union rates. But these must have been
exceptional.
02Theone exception, for the years charted, is the short and particularly mild 1902-4
reference cycle (see footnote 7 of this chapter). Even in this case, however, traces of
cyclicity can be found.
63Thisis a rather uncertain peak (see note 20, this chapter). An alternative deter-
mination of the upper turning point, in 1873, would make the wholesale price turn
coincide, but would not disturb the substantial lag in wage rates.166 WAGES IN GERMANY
CHART21




Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Source: Appendix Tables A-I, A-3, A-4, and A-30. For source of sensitive commodity prices see also footnote
64. this chapter.
and also before the1929 referenceturn. On most other occasions the
turning points roughly coincided.
As for amplitudes, they tended on the whole to be larger in wholesale
than in wage rates. This tendency is sometimes obscuredby the
strong secular, long cycle, and episodic fluctuations apparent in both types
of series. For instance, the upward trend in wage rates and the downward
trend in prices during the first decade of the Reich's existence made for
"Chart 21 also presents a price index for ten sensitive commodities. The amplitudes
for this index are considerably larger than those for the Jacobs-Richter index. Source
for sensitive index: 1882-99, direct communication from IKF; 1900-1913, E. F. Wage-
mann, EconomicRhythm,A Theory of Business Cycles (McGraw-Hill, 1930), pp.
266-68; 1924-38, IKF Handbuch 1933, p. 116 and 1936, p. 99; later data, IKF, Statistik
des In- und ,4uslands, passim.Commoditiesincluded are scrap castings, scrap iron,
scrap brass, lead, lumber, wool, hemp, flax, oxhides, calfskins.
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equally large total fluctuations in both cases. Similarly, after 1923, the
poststabilization adjustment in wage rates and their failure to decline
during the 1925-26 contraction led to a huge wage-rate rise from 1924 to
1929, compared to mild changes in prices. After 1929 the cyclical down-
ward adjustment of prices must have been accentuated by the depressing
trends of largely noncyclical character that prevailed throughout the
poststabilization years. Perhaps the most convincing evidence of the larger
amplitude of wholesale prices is found during the years 1880 to 1913,
when prices showed clear cyclical behavior and wage rates did not. In
this as in other periods, the lesser amplitude of wage rates is not so apparent
in expansions; it is most conspicuous in the failure of rates to respond,
or respond promptly and significantly, to deteriorations in business
conditions. The explanation for the weaker cyclical response of wage
rates cannot be found in the long-term upward trend of these rates alone.
At least during the last two or three decades before World War I there
was a similar upward trend in the general price level. The cause must be
sought rather in the determination of the price of labor and in the social
forces which precluded purely "economic" adjustments in the labor
market.65
Turning Points, 1924-1939. Comparison of wage rates and prices can
be carried through in greater detail on the basis of the monthly data
presented in Appendix Table A-30 and Chart 22. Not only are the whole-
sale prices in these exhibits available at more frequent time intervals
(monthly), but also their total coverage is substantially increased (four
hundred commodities). The index is broken down into economically
significant groups, such as prices for raw materials and semimanufactured
goods versus prices of finished goods; controlled prices versus free prices
or versus sensitive commodity prices; prices for producers' goods versus
prices for consumers' goods. The cyclical behavior of wage rates will
forthwith be compared with that of these price categories.
Chart 22 confirms the preliminary findings on conformity which were
set forth in the previous section. All represented price series show clear
cycles with a one-to-one correspondence to changes in general business
conditions. They all experience actual declines during or close to business
contractions. Wage rates are the only broad price group in which the react-
ion to the 1925-26 contraction consists of an interruption of growth only.
Table 41 relates the turning points of wage rates and prices to those in
general business conditions.66 The most impressive features of the table
See Mitchell, Business Cycles, 1913, pp. 465-66.
66Thecomparisons are restricted to the four reference turning points in 1925, 1926,
1929, and 1932. The 1923-26 reference cycle is covered only in part, since wage series
start in 1924 and some price series in 1925. Furthermore, the vehement short-term
fluctuations of prices, in response to the problems of the year 1924, make
it difficult to determine cyclical turning points during that year.




















Wages and Prices, 1924—1939
Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Source: Appendix Table A-30
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TABLE41
Timing of Cyclical Turning Points in Wagc Rates and Prices, 1924-1932









Hourly Wage Ratesa + 8 +11 + 1.3 + 20+ 8 + 67
Cost of Living +6 0 +8
Wholesale Prices
All commodities including farm
products + 6 + 3 —9 + 8
Manufactures, raw and semi-
finished —1 + 3 —11 —1
Manufactures, finished + 6 + 11 —6 + 8
Producers' goods +6 + 12 +5 +9c
Consumers' goods +7 +10 5 +8
Sensitive prices —2 + 2 —15 —2
Free prices +9 —15 —1
Administered prices 0 + 3 + 7 + 8
o Thetiming relations in this line are based on a number of special decisions. In
1925 and 1926, formation of a plateau was regarded as equivalent to a cyclical decline,
and its initial and terminal edges as "turning points." The two entries for 1929 and
again for 1932 represent the beginning and end of a peak ridge and a flat-bottomed
trough. The extremely late upturn after the Great Depression is due to the wage
stabilization under National Socialism. The 67-month lag stated above implies the end
of the depression plateau to have been reached in March 1938. However, even this late
turn marks but a slight change in the direction of wage trends. During the subsequent
two years the rise in rates amounts to about 1 percent only.
bThislead implies a peak of living costs in March 1929. This peak is brought about
by a minor ripple. Alternatively, living costs might be held to form a peak plateau. At
the initial and the terminal edge of this plateau the timing of living costs would be
measured as —8 for P1. and +8 for P2.
CMeasuredto beginning of trough plateau (T1). End of plateau (T2) occurs years
later.
SOURCE: Appendix Table A-30.
are the consistent substantial lags of turning points in wage rates behind
those of prices. In relation to reference turning points, this consistency
reflects the long lag of wage rates behind changes in general business
conditions, as compared to a much shorter lag of prices. The lags in wage
rates vary from eight to twenty months, occur at each of the four major
turns in business conditions, and are generally larger than those of any
of the price series.67 Although averages for observations derived from
two cycles can hardly be taken to represent a "central tendency," they
67Forthe determination of turning points at the plateaus of 1925-26 and from 1929-
30, see footnote to Table 41. Note that at the prosperity plateau around 1930 the lag
of wage rates behind, price turns exists whether the beginning (F1) or the end (P2) of
the peak plateau is used as a basis of measurement. An extreme lag of 67 months is
observed after the Great Depression and is due to wage stabilization under the Nazis.
If this lag is omitted the range of lags is eight to twenty months.170 WAGESIN GERMANY
serve to show that sensitive commodity prices lead, while administered
prices (largely cartel prices) lag behind changes in business conditions.
Similarly, wholesale prices of raw materials and semifinished goods tend
to lead, while those of finished goods tend to lag. Somewhat unexpected
is the situation in producers' and consumers' goods, particularly during
the Great Depression. Both at their peak and at their trough consumers'
goods prices show a considerably earlier reversal of direction than prices
of producers' goods. At the peak this difference amounts to 10 months;
at the trough it must be measured in years. The lead of consumers' goods
prices requires explanation in view of the central role usually occupied by
the markets for producers' goods in the turn of business fortunes. At
the 1929 peak this lead was frequently regarded as a consequence of the
limited capacity of the German consumers' goods market, which was easily
glutted in periods of sustained prosperity. It reflected also the greater role
of cartel agreements in the sphere of producers' goods, which might have
led both to a better defense of effective prices and to a perpetuation of list
prices long after price shading became the rule. The lag at the subsequent
trough must be understood in terms of National Socialist price policies,
to be discussed in the next chapter.
The difference in timing between wage rates and the price indexes
presented here merits some comment. The signs of slackening or quicken-
ing pace of business conditions may be expected to appear in the demand-
supply conditions of the product markets before production schedules
and employment policies are actually adjusted.°8 That is, broadly speaking,
labor market changes tend to lag behind product market changes. Further-
more, the frictions discussed in earlier sections of this chapter prevent
prompt response of wage rates to changes in labor market conditions,
while less effective frictions exist in price responses to changes in product
market conditions. A case may be made out for the existence of an
analogous set of frictions bearing on cartel-controlled prices. In this
instance, agreements within the cartel and the establishment of industry-
wide price lists correspond roughly to the collective agreements between
unions and The need to reach internal and external agreement
on price revisions has delaying effects, corresponding in some ways to
delays caused by the need for new collective agreements in the case of
wage revisions.69 The similarity between wages and cartel prices did not
find expression in the timing of the specific turns in cartel prices at the
1925 and 1926 changes in business conditions. It did, however, lead to a
delay in the downward revision of cartel prices at the 1929 peak, second
68Infact, such adjustments would characteristically be postponed until changes in
the product markets are clear enough to warrant changes in managerial policy.
69Itshould perhaps be emphasized that cartel-controlled prices are here used as
pars pro 1010.Administeredprices and tendencies toward nonprice competition existed
also outside the sphere of formal cartel arrangements. For a systematic comparison of
union wage rates and cartel prices see Wagenfuhr, "Kartelipreise und Tariflöhne im
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only to that of wage rates. This delay of seven months' duration behind
the turn of general business conditions is all the more remarkable in view
of the fact that the controlled prices were for raw materials and that the
index of all raw materials and semifinished goods prices turned down
eleven months before the reference-cycle peak. At the 1932 trough, the
low in controlled prices lagged eight months behind the reference trough,
compared with a one-month lead for all raw materials and semifinished
articles. However, in this case, the eight-month lag of controlled prices
was equaled and exceeded by other price categories.
Amplitudes, 1924-1933. We shall now compare the behavior of wage
rates and prices in terms of their cyclical changes between reference
turning points. Net annual changes of cycle relatives are presented in
Appendix Table A-3 1. The table shows that wage rates were also sharply
differentiated from other prices with regard to amplitudes, during both
reference expansions and contractions. Between January 1924 and March
1925 wage rates rose appreciably more than the most volatile price series,
that of ten sensitive commodity prices. The rise of wage rates amounted
to about 25 percentage points, compared with a change of less than I
percentage point in the wholesale price index for all commodities, and
with a decline of about 3 percentage points in raw material prices. During
the reference contraction from March 1925 to March 1926, wage rates
rose countercyclically by 16 percentage points in the face of a moderately
declining general wholesale price level. It is true that prices of finished
manufactures (producers' as well as consumers' goods) also rose, but not
by more than 2 percentage points. In the subsequent business expansion
from March 1926 to April 1929, wage rates rose 18 percentage points,
or 6 percentage points per year, about twice as fast as the most rapidly
rising price series—sensitive commodity prices and living costs—and six
times as fast as wholesale prices at large. Finally, during the Great Depres-
sion (measured from April 1929 to August 1932) wage rates declined less
than all price series save one.70 While the general wholesale price level
dropped more than 33 percentage points, or 10 per year, the decline of
wage rates kept within two thirds of this change.
In general the cyclical behavior of wage rates shows greater homogeneity
than that of prices. This observation parallels the conclusions reached from
the previous analysis of long-term trends in wage rates and prices. The
greater homogeneity in the cyclical behavior of wages is reflected in the
amplitudes of wage rates and prices during the reference cycle 1926-29-32.
Table 42 presents the amplitudes of those four wage-rate series which—of
The only major price group that declined less than wage rates was that of producers'
goods—where prices are actually exposed to particularly strong downward pressures.
However, the strong cartel organizations prevailing in the machinery field were able to
limit the downward movement of this category. Note also the possibility of a greater
diversion of list prices and effective prices in this group. The "normal" relation between
amplitudes of producers' goods and consumers' goods prices has been described and
explained by Mitchell, Business Cycles, 1913, pp. 462-64.172 WAGESIN GERMANY
the seventeen reported industries—show the largest and the smallest
increases and decreases during the two reference phases. The table also
gives the amplitudes of several price series, selected to indicate the varia-
tion in price behavior. It is readily apparent that variations in amplitudes
as large as those observed in the selected price series did not occur in wage
rates.7' This is not to say that in all segments of the price system and
among broad commodity groups price behavior is necessarily less homo-
geneous than wage behavior. It can be shown, however, that, as in the case
of trends, the variations between different wage-rate series are of limited
range. The extreme variations in cyclical behavior, which are frequently to
be found in prices, are never present in wage rates.72
TABLE 42

















































souRcE: Wage rates, amplitudes computed from Appendix Table A-22.
Prices, amplitudes computed from IKF Sonderheft 37, passim. For each commodity
group, those goods whose prices showed extreme variation during the indicated cycle
phase were selected.
71Theabove comparisons are based on wages for skilled workers only, but the
situation is not basically different for unskilled workers.
72Thedifferences between cyclical amplitudes in prices are due partly to trend factors,
so that the great variability in cyclical behavior merely reflects that already found in
trend behavior. But trend behavior cannot explain completely the differences in ampli-
tudes, as we learn from a comparison of, say, sugar prices and hide prices, or of
furniture prices and prices for industrial machinery. Here, amplitudes vary widely
despite similarity in trends. No attempt has been made to distinguish between trend
elements and other elements in the apparent cyclical behavior of prices and wages.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 173
Wage Rates and Cost-Price Relationships. The deviation in the cyclical
behavior of wage rates from that of other prices must have had important
consequences for the relationship of cost and finished-product prices,
and ultimately for the profitability of manufacturing enterprises. Chart
22 indicates the direction and extent of the resulting pressures. Prices for
finished manufactures started to decline in October 1928, while wage rates
continued to rise or to maintain their level until December 1930. True,
industrial raw material prices declined during the same interval. On the
other hand, prices paid by manufacturers for producers' goods remained
virtuallystable,and volume of production declined considerably.
Between the peak of finished product prices (October 1928) and the last
month of peak wage rates (P2, in December 1930) the percentage changes





Producers' goods prices —3
Finished manufactured product prices —11
Volume of industrial production —15
Raw material and semifinished
productprices —18
The reported percentage changes can indicate the direction of certain
cost-price pressures, but they cannot gauge their intensity or their effects
on profitability. It should be remembered that the wage data themselves
are minimum rates, and that the prices and wages here discussed form
only a small portion of the elements that affect profitability. The mainten-
ance of fixed and quasi-fixed costs may have had more impact on business
fortunes than the disparity between sales prices and such variable cost
elements as wage rates had.74 Furthermore, the volume of producers'
goods purchased by manufacturers decreased sharply during the con-
traction, so that the relatively high price level of these goods played a
minor role in the total picture. Finally, the juxtaposition of finished goods
prices as "sales prices," and raw materials plus semifinished product
prices as "costs," is a gross simplification. For manufacturing and mining,
as a whole, semifinished goods and raw materials are the end products of
many enterprises, and conversely, finished products enter many establish-
ments in the form of equipment or components, that is, as a cost element.
This last reservation can be overcome, however. In a number of
The total specific decline of prices for finished manufactures was 30 percent; for
raw materials 36 percent; for producers' goods only 19 percent; and the decline of wage
rates was 22 percent.
Note that the percentage changes are here stated in the conventional way, i.e., they
are measured from the initial date. This suffices for the present discussion, since the
measures concern behavior during one contraction only. No direct comparisons are
intended between amplitudes in expansion and contraction phases.
Profits, because of their residual character and small size relative to revenues, are,
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Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Source: Appendix Table A-32.
industries,it is possible to distinguish prices for materials from those for
end products. Also it can be shown that the price-cost differentials and
their importance for profits must have varied considerably from industry
to industry, depending on the cyclical behavior of prices, wages, sales
volume, productivity, importance of fixed costs, and other factors.
Appendix Table A-32 and Chart 23 contain price-cost comparisons and,
wherever possible, production or employment information on an annual
basis for the following industries: clothing, papermaking, boots and shoes,
chemicals, hard-coal mining, building, and metal products. Common to
all these industries, during the years 1924-29, was a steep rise in wage rates
in the face of only slightly increasing, virtually stable, or actually falling
finished product prices. The rise in wage rates coincided with a period when
production trends were generally going up and relations between raw-
material and finished-product prices were not unfavorable. In the course
1924'26 '28 '30 '32 '34 1924 '26 '28 '30 '32 '34176 WAGESIN GERMANY
of the Great Depression, prices of most finished products declined
promptly, whereas in each industry wage rates reached their annual
peaks only in 1930.
From industry to industry we find considerable variation in price-cost-
production patterns. In clothing, for instance, the production peak was
reached as early as 1927, in the hard-coal mining industry as late as 1929.
Furthermore, while the basically competitive textile industry suffered
price declines from 1928 on, the largely cartel-controlled metal products
industry was able to maintain its controlled price levels until 1930. As
compared with the great variety in the timing, amplitude, and pattern of
prices and production in each of the industries covered, the patterns of
wage rates were fairly similar. In the period 1924-29, wage rates went
up—whether finished-productpriceswererising(metalproducts),
falling (chemicals), or stable (paper). And wage rates continued their rise
through the year 1930, even where product prices had started to decline
one, two, or three years earlier. All in all, during the postinflation period
o.f the Weimar Republic, wage rates exhibited rather autonomous patterns
with a considerable degree of family resemblance among themselves but
at best mild modifications (see Chart 23) in response to the varied pro-
duction and price movements in different industries. The greater homo-
geneity in behavior of wages as compared to prices may be traced to the
exchangeability of skills, the thorough organization of the labor market,
and last but not least, the effects of changes in living costs, which influence
wage rates uniformly in all industries. By contrast, manufactured goods
are exchangeable only to a limited extent, are highly differentiated with
regard to cyclical fluctuations, and their prices are commonly not affected
by considerations of the seller's welfare.
WAGE RATES AND LIVING COSTS
Prior to World War I. As pointed out in Chapter 2, trends of consumers-
goods retail prices or cost-of-living indexes occupied an intermediate
position between wage rates and wholesale prices.75 This relation between
the three measures characterizes also their cyclical behavior, as can be
seen from Chart 6. The chart shows, however, that cost-of-living, wage-rate,
and wholesale-price cycles are not always in correspondence. The period
from 1871 to 1913, for instance, includes four specific cycles (increases
and decreases) in living costs compared with one specific cycle in wage
rates. There is closer correspondence between cycles in living costs and
wholesale prices and, in fact, between these two measures and general
Theretail prices covered only food and rent, weighted approximately according
to their importance for a typical worker's family. They are sometimes referred to as cost
of living, although they do not cover all such expenditures. Comparison of the Kuczynski
index with other food-cost or living-cost indexes (Chart 7) shows that the similarity of
the various measures is greater in their trend than in their cyclical behavior. Thus the
cyclical movements of the Kuczynski index are less "confirmed" and may be regarded
as only a rough approximation of living-cost behavior.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 177
businessconditions. Even here, however, living costs may be viewed as
showing two cycles during the GrQnderjahre, whereas wholesale prices
experienced only one cycle. The cyclicity of living costs expresses itself
only in a leveling out of growth during the 1904-8 cycle, and it disappears
entirely during the brief reference cycle of 1902-4. At the six turning
points of living costs which can be matched with those in general business
conditions, cost of living lagged behind reference turns in four cases, led
in one, and coincided in the remaining instance.
To say that living costs followed an "intermediate" course between
wage rates and wholesale prices is to generalize too broadly for purposes
of the present chapter. During the Grunder/ahre cycle, for instance, wage
rate amplitudes exceeded those of living costs. From about 1880, the
rate picture was dominated by the strong upward trend of wages, with
the result that during business expansions the rise of wage rates tended
to exceed that of living costs. And during matchable contractions, cost
of living declined while wage rates increased or leveled off.
1924-1933.Substantially better information on the cyclical behavior
of wage rates and living costs can be obtained for the poststabilization
years. The comprehensive index of union wage rates and an official cost-
of-living index covering all major expenditure groups are available by
monthly intervals. The basic data are contained in Appendix Tables
A-30 and A-33, and the timing relations and amplitudes during reference
cycles are shown in Table 41 and Appendix Table A-3l. From these
exhibits we observe that at two of four reference turning points (March
1925 and August 1932) living costs lagged, at one (March 1926) they
coincided, and at one (April 1929) they led. The lead in the last case,
however, amounts to one month only and is brought about by a random
departure from a level which extends for another eight months after
the reference turn, if the end of this plateau (P2) were regarded as a turning
point, we should establish lags in three cases and coincidence in one.
Cost-of-living indexes at each turning point reversed their direction
earlier than wage rates, with an average lead of about a half-year.
During the two interwar cycles, living costs increased less in expansions
and decreased more in contractions than wage rates did. This finding
applies whether their amplitudes are measured in terms of reference or of
specific cycles, except for the brief 1925-26 reference contraction, when
wage rates and living costs continued their specific rises. The monthly
observations for the interwar period thus confirm the impressions derived
from annual data for the pre-1913 era. However, during the Ka.iserreich
the cyclical behavior of wage rates and living costs could be explained
largely in terms of the strong secular upward trends in wages. Such trends
are not apparent for the interwar period, because it was so brief and was
characterized by strong cyclical fluctuations. The amplitude measures
describe net changes between reference or specific turning points only.
They offer no information on the behavior of wages or living costs during178 WAGES IN GERMANY
intermediate cyclical stages. As Chart 22 shows, during the phase of
drastic wage rate reduction, from the end of 1930 to the beginning of
1932, wage rates actually declined more than cost of living.
Up to this point the investigation of cycles in wages and in living costs
has been carried through in terms of comparative price behavior. Hence
the presentation has been restricted to living costs and wage rates proper.
Still to be examined are the effects of the disparate cyclical movements
of wage rates and prices upon the purchasing power of wages—in other
words, the cyclical behavior of "real wages."
Cycles in Real Wages
REAL WAGES AND TURNING POINTS IN BUSINESS CYCLES
Real Wage Cycles
BEFORE WORLD WAR I. The wage-price quotient, which gives us real
wages, cannot be expected to record changes in the total economic well-
being of workers, since neither all working conditions nor all living-cost
elements find reflection in this measure. However, even the purchasing
power of the income at the worker's disposal is not adequately described
by real earnings. Income from other sources, changes in size of family,
the employment and earning status of other family members all codeter-
mine the volume of goods and services available to the individual wage
earner. Although the changing purchasing power of average family income
is probably the most adequate gauge of economic well-being, it is difficult,
from the data at hand, to make a close measurement.7° The present aim,
therefore, is to follow the course of money and real wages of employed
workers, and only incidentally to consider other determinants of their
economic welfare. Thus, the following real-wage analysis will deal primarily
with cyclical fluctuations in the purchasing power of rates and earnings
of employed workers.
Hourly real rates of building and printing workers are presented in
Appendix Tables A-12 and Chart 8. The outstanding feature here is the
relatively high inverse conformity to business cycles. Particularly during
the long cycles in the nineteenth century, specific cycles in real rates for
building and printing can be matched fairly easily with business cycles
at large. But the real-rate declines (or pauses in growth) occur for the
most part during expansions in general business activity, and the real-rate
increases during business cycle contractions. For printing rates,the
cyclical character of real wages is more pronounced than that of money
wages. The apparent inverse conformity as well as the more pronounced
cyclical swings of these real-wage series must be explained by the com-
bination of two sets of facts. First, money wage rates during the years
Jurgen Kuczynski's "real net wages" represent an attempt to estimate per capita
working-class income of both employed and unemployed. This estimate is, of course,
only indirectly related to the concept of average family income. See, for instance, his
Germany,1800 to the Present Day, pp.133-38.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 179
1872-82showed long lags and thus moved counter to general business
fluctuations. 1n subsequent years they increased in expansions but showed
little or no decline in contractions. Second, during business contractions,
living costs tended actually to decline in the face of slightly rising or stable
rates. The result is the inverse conformity we have observed.
TABLE 43


















































































































SOURCE: Based on wage rates (actually paid rates, taken from payroll records) from
Table 33, and on cost of living from Appendix Table A-il.
In view of the striking character of the finding that contractions in
business activity tended to bring about improved real rates (and that
prosperity brought declines in these rates), further evidence should be
adduced. Accordingly, real wage rates for building, machinery, printing,
and woodworking were computed (see Table 43 and Chart 24). The bas.ic
money rates, unlike the long-term series at our disposal, were ascertained
directly from factory payrolls. From them we learn that the real rates in
the machinery industry rose during business expansions and declined
during contractions. In the other industries real wage rates tended to rise
during both expansions and contractions of business. The rise during
expansions, however, was considerably larger than during contractions.
Thus, the evidence examined for this particular period does not confirm




Effective Hourly Real Wage Rates, Four Industries, 1886—1903
and printing. Nevertheless, insofar as our evidence goes, a decline in
real wage rates during business contractions does not appear to be typical
of the cycles before World War I.
Positive conformity of wages to business cycles before World War I
is more clearly apparent in the case of earnings. Appendix Table A-12
and Chart 8 record real shift earnings of underground and surface miners
in Dortmund's hard coal mines, and earning averages for ten coal, ore, and
salt mining districts. A high degree of positive conformity emerges from
these data. The only elements preventing technically "perfect" conformity
ôonsist in the occasional skipping of brief mild cycles, such as that from
1902 to 1904. Conformity of this high order is not, however, to be found
in other real earnings series. Appendix Table A-12 shows that the specific
cycles in average daily real earnings of Krupp metals' workers and of
railroad workers did not correspond in any regular fashion to the fluctua-
tions in general business conditions. .I.n some cases where the money-
wage decline was sharp, it appears also in real wages (see,for instance,
Index (1890-99 100) Index
Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Suurce: Table 43.-w - — -
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the 1875-80 and 1900-1902 declines in Krupp earnings). But in most cases
the pre-1913 fluctuations in money earnings were mild, and often com-
pensated or even overcompensated by changes in living costs.
INTERWAR CYCLES. Broad annual indexes of hourly real rates, and
hourly and weekly real earnings, are computed in Appendix Table A-13
and presented graphically in Chart 9. On these indexes we may make the
following observations: The 1925-26 contraction is skipped by all the
annual real wage measures. The subsequent cycle, embracing the Weimar
period of prosperity and depression, is clearly reflected in all series. During
the Great Depression, hourly and weekly real earnings showed actual
declines. There was a net increase between 1929 and 1932 in hourly real
rates, but the gain was considerably smaller than that experienced in the
preceding reference expansion, and it occurred despite a specific decline
after 1931. To the extent that cycle phases can be matched, we find positive
conformity of real wage cycles and business cycles, and no evidence at
all of an inverse relationship.
Hourly real union rates, by months, are derived in Table 44 and
depicted in Chart 14. During the reference contraction of March 1925 to
TABLE 44

















SOURCE: Based on wage rates from Table 34 and cost of living as given in Appendix
Table A-33, (shifted to 1928 =100).
March 1926, and during most of the Great Depression, real wage rates
did not decline. Nevertheless real wage rates may be regarded as conform-
ing positively to the general business cycle. This statement assumes
matching of the wage declines beginning March 1926 and April 1931
(or January 1932) with the proximate business contraction, despite the182 WAGESIN GERMANY
fact that the long delay in real wage responses places the first decline
wholly within the succeeding reference expansion, and the second decline
partly within it.
In view of the predominant evidence on positive conformity of real
wage rates in years for which satisfactory information is available, the
question arises whether the earlier indication of inverse conformity does
not reflect shortcomings of the data. The issue cannot be resolved with
certainty, since reliable evidence is scarce. Yet it appears plausible that,
during periods of rising wages and relatively low unemployment, workers
(especially those in the better organized industries) may have been able
to maintain their rates during contractions even in the face of falling retail
price levels. That such a situation, leading to increased real rates during
contractions, existed in the printing trades seems quite certain. During
the later interwar period, in any case, the wide amplitudes of cyclical
fluctuations in all money wages forced real wages into positive conformity.
The Lagging of Real Wage Turns. The annual character, the small
coverage, and the unreliability of cost-of-living information for the years
prior to World War I render the task of establishing timing relations for
this period one of doubtful worth. The following observations on timing,
therefore, will be based exclusively on wage information for the interwar
period.
The comprehensive annual data are found in Appendix Table A-13
and Chart 9. Even for this period, only one turning point can be investi-
gated for all available comprehensive series.77 The decisive difference
between the timing of real wages and money wages is the tendency of
real wages to lag further in cyclical response. The same cannot be observed
for weekly earnings, in which turning points of money and real wages
coincide. But hourly real rates and average hourly real earnings have their
specific peaks in 1931—two years after the turn of general business
activity and one or two years after the turn of the corresponding money
wage series. The tendency toward a longer lag in real wages as compared
with money wages appears also, to some extent, in the timing of the
subsequent recovery. Hourly money rates, for instance, reached their low
(T1) in 1933, stabilized at this level, and resumed a slow increase only with
the outbreak of World War II; by contrast, hourly real rates continued
their decline from 1931 to the very end of the Reich's existence. Average
hourly money earnings had their trough in 1933, whereas average hourly
real earnings maintained their depression levels until 1935.
For hourly wage rates the timing relations can be studied also on the
basis of monthly information. The tendency toward an increased lag can
be observed in the reaction to the 1925-26 contraction. The leveling out
of money wages (P1) started in November 1925—that is, eight months
"Allseries start with 1924, the first poststabilization year, and move up to their
specific peak at or after 1929.They allreflect theGreat Depression,butsome do not
show clear upturns thereafter.-_ S — — —
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after the reference peak. The upper turning point of real rates, on the other
hand, occurred in March 1926—that is, twelve months after the reference
peak and in fact coincided with the reference trough. The subsequent
specific recovery came in February 1927, both for money78 and for real
rates. The coincidence is brought about by the sharp steplike upswing in
money rates. The long lag in real rates appears most clearly in the response
of wage rates to the onset of the Great Depression. While at that point
the lag in money rates extended to thirteen or twenty months, the lag in
real rates lasted twenty-one, twenty-three, or even thirty-two months—
depending upon the determination of the peak.79 Chart 14 shows how,
during the year 1931, money rates experienced significant declines while
real rates continued, with minor fluctuations, to hover close to their peak
position until the very end of the year.
Shift earnings of coal miners provide us with material for a quarterly
comparison of money and real wages, as presented in Appendix Tables
A-25 and A-34, and Charts 16 and 25. In the Great Depression, real
earnings of hard-coal miners turned upward three to six quarters later
than the corresponding money wages. At various dates in 1931, strong
cuts in miners' money wages caused temporary declines of real wages.
However, the stabilization or slow recovery of money wages by the
first quarter of 1932—in the face of further declines in cost of living—
brought about renewed increases in real earnings in all four series up to
the first quarter of 1933. At that.time cost of living began to rise and—in
connection with the government's policy of wage stabilization—led to
a leveling-out or slow decline in miners' real earnings.80
AMPLITUDES OF REAL WAGES
Generally amplitudes of real wages are smaller than those of money wages.
This is true of rates as well as earnings, and of reference as well as specific
cycles. The extent of the difference is described in this section, which again
will be based mainly on data covering the interwar years 1924-33, and
only occasionally on some earlier or later evidence.
For the broad annual indexes of hourly wage rates and of hourly and
weekly earnings, amplitudes of money wages and real wages during
reference expansions and contractions are shown in Table 45. During all
reference cycle phases and for each wage type, real wages fluctuated less
than money wages. This is owing, of course, to the positive conformity and
good timing correspondence of cost-of-living changes with fluctuations
78Theendofthe plateau in money wages was considered as a lower turn (T2).
The peak could be chosen at the beginning of the plateau (P1, January 1930)
or at the end (P2, March 1931), or even at the alternate peak in December 1931.
80Thereare basically similar relationships between quarterly money-wage rates and
real-wage rates in German coal mines. The resemblance of rates and earnings cycles in
coal mining was demonstrated in Chart 16. Hard coal miners' rates form
a plateau rather than a clear peak. The lags of real wages behind the initial edges (P1)
of the money-wage plateaus were eight quarters, those behind the terminal edges
(P2) three quarters.184 WAGESIN GERMANY
CHART25
Real Wage Rates and Earnings of Coal Miners, Reich Area, 1924—1937
1924'25'26'27'28'29'30'31'32'33'34'35'36'37
Shaded areas represent business contractions, in terms of monthly chronology.
Appendix Table A-34 and its sources.CYCLICAL BEHAVIOR OF WAGES 185
TABLE45
Amplitudes of Money and Real Wages,
1924-1932
CHANGES OFCYCLE RELATIVES
1924-25 1925-26 1926-29 1929-32
Money Wages
Hourly rates, monthly +25a + 16 + 18 —20
Hourly rates, annual +22 ±9 +19 —20
Hourly earnings, annual +25 +7 +25 —27
Weekly earnings, annual +29 +5 +28 —38
Real Wages
Hourly rates, monthly +14 +9 +4
Hourly rates, annual +14 +8 +11 +4
Hourly earnings, annual +18 +6 +17 —4 .
Weekly earnings, annual +21 +4 +20 +16
a Basedon incomplete cycle; data start January 1924, reference cycle trough dated
November 1923.
SOURCE: Money wages, Appendix Tables A-20, A-22, and A-23; Real wages, computed
from Appendix Table A-13 and Table 44.
in general business activity. In one case, that of hourly rates during the
Great Depression, the movements of money and real wages diverged81,
hourly real rates showing a small increase with money rates declining
about one-fifth. Between 1924 and 1929, money wages as well as real wages
showed net increases between all reference turning points. In the case of
real wage rates this is true even for the period 1924-32. Since the deflator
used in the derivation of real wages is the same in all wage forms, it follows
that the order in the amplitudes of the three money-wage measures
and the three real-wage measures is similar. That is, hourly rates exhibit
the narrowest, and weekly earnings the widest swings. This generalization
is not invalidated by the fact that, during the 1925-26 reference contraction,
increases in hourly rates were largest, and those in weekly earnings
smallest; in terms of deceleration of growth, hourly rates still exhibit
the least, and weekly earnings the strongest, cyclical response.
The availability of hourly real wage rates by months makes it possible
to describe the differences between the monthly and the annual measures.
Table 45 shows that both annual and monthly real wage rates rose during
all reference cycle phases. Little regularity is to be noted in the relation of
the amplitudes of annual and monthly data. Nor do the monthly data show
consistently larger percentage changes during reference expansions, or
greater deceleration during contractions. The wide variation between
81Thisis the one important case compatible with Keynes' expectation that money
and real wage levels would follow different cyclical directions. In all other cases the net
changes of monthly wage rates between reference turning points move in the same
direction. See John Maynard Keynes, The General Theory of Employment, Interest,
















Wages, and Prices of Consumers' Goods, 1924—1935
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—40
Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Source: Tables 34 and 4-4, Appendix Tables A-2, A-13, and A.30.
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monthly and annual reference turns and the substantial lags of real rates
are responsible for this irregularity. The table serves to emphasize the
possibility of large and unpredictable differences among cyclical amplitudes
derived from annual and monthly data.
Money Wages and Real Wages during
the Great Depression
The cyclical behavior of money wages, the fluctuations of prices and living
costs, and the resultant changes in real wages have been treated in some
detail. It is desirable now to review the interplay of these trends as it
unfolds in the course of the business cycle. To this end we shall analyze
labor market conditions and wage behavior during the Great Depression,
a period for which the salient cyclical changes can be examined on the
basis of fairly abundant data. Charts 26 and 27 provide a synopsis of the
major labor-market and wage developments throughout the years 1924-35.
It will be observed that average earnings must be appraised on the basis
of annual information.
According to the chronology established by the National Bureau, the
turning point marking the onset of the Great Depression for the German
economy occurred in April, 1929. But long before that date, changes in
labor market conditions and price levels occurred that had a decisive
bearing on wage developments. The number of unemployed workers
registered at employment exchanges, for instance, started to increase
from the autumn of 1927. This early increase cannot be regarded as entirely
"cyclical"; it is to be traced at least in part to the widespread introduction
of laborsaving devices in the course of the "rationalization" of German
industry.82 On the other hand, the unemployment resulting from the
rationalization had consequences for the labor market as well as for
consumers' goods markets, and constitutes an important aspect of the
depression, In October 1928, consumers' goods prices at wholesale began
to fall. This drop was related to the widespread—indeed international—
decline in agricultural and other raw-material prices, but it also reflected
the limited capacity of the German consumers' goods market, which
shrank still more with the spread of unemployment. Whatever the causes
of the cyclical turn in these prices, the effects of their decline on living
costs appeared soon: consumers' prices at retail, as measured by the cost-
of-living index, stopped their rise in March 1929, and up to the end of that
year moved on a plateau slightly lower than their peak levels. A peak ridge
of brief duration was reached also by employment during that year.
Aggregate employment, seasonally adjusted, attained peak levels about
April or May 1929, and almost maintained them until August—that is,
82NationalIndustrial Conference Board, of German Industry (New



























Shaded areas represent business contractions.
Source: Appendix Table A-28 and its sources: for hours see IKF Handbuch, 1936, p. 32.
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forabout four months after the date selected as the reference turning
point. Average hours worked per worker per day reached their peak level
at the month of the reference turn (April) and maintained it for a consider-
able time, in fact, until November of that year. Thus it was possible that,
up to the fall of 1929, total labor input, in hours, held up relatively well,
although registered unemployment (excluding its seasonal component)
came close to two million workers.
The cyclical reaction of wages to deteriorating labor market conditions
occurred first in earnings. The date of this reaction cannot be determined
precisely. We know that, on an annual basis, average weekly and hourly
money earnings as well as weekly real earnings reached their peak in
1929, but we have to guess at their intra-annual movements. Quarterly
shift earnings in coal mines reached their peak in the fourth quarter of the
year, together with a peak in coal output and employment. This makes it
appear plausible that earnings for industry as a whole also reached their
peak together with employment and average hours—that is, decidedly
after the reference turn and probably during the latter part of the year.
Throughout 1929 wage rates kept rising, with the most conspicuous though
small upward step occurring after the reference contraction had set in.
After 1929, average weekly earnings decreased drastically and con-
tinuously. Between the years 1929 and 1932, the decline was 33 percent
of the peak level, or 11 percentage points sharper than that of living costs.
Consequently, average weekly real earnings declined also throughout
the reference contraction, although, of course, at a lesser rate than money
earnings. The situation was somewhat different in the case of average
hourly earnings. The decline of the latter was milder between 1929 and
1931 than the drop in living costs, so that hourly real earnings continued
to rise throughout these years. The mild decline in wage rates contributed,
of course, to the situation, Between 1931 and 1932 the revisions in rates
and the reductions in average hours worked per employed worker also
forced average weekly real earnings into a cyclical decline.
Wage rates, as set down in collective agreements, were the last to give
way to labor-market pressures. On an annual basis, money wage rates
continued to climb up to 1930; on a monthly basis, they maintained peak
plateau levels to the end of that year. It is known that during 1930 there
was a systematic reduction of voluntary payments in excess of union rates,
and that this reduction is not reflected in the published minima. But the
labor-cost savings derived in that manner were rather limited, and by the
end of the year there were already strong pressures toward the reduction of
the wage minima themselves. The force of these pressures may be deduced
from the following facts: by December of 1930 unemployment had mounted
to 34 percent of all union members, and part-time unemployment to 21
percent. Employment had dropped 10 percent from peak levels, average
hours worked per day 8 percent, and industrial production 11 percent.
On the other hand, the reduction of living costs, coupled with the mild190 WAGESIN GERMANY
risesorstability of money wage rates, had brought about an increase in
real wage rates of 11 percent since the reference turn of April 1929.
Thus, by the end of 1930, the need for cost cutting had become acute;
there was little possibility of cutting labor costs further by reducing
payments above minimum rates; growing unemployment had seriously
weakened the competitive position of the workers; and the decline in
living costs had mitigated the effect of rate cuts upon real income.
Only as a joint effect of these circumstances, aided by the pressure of
compulsory arbitration awards, were minimum wage rates finally forced
down. In this connection, let it be restated that their total decline during
the year 1931 amounted to 8 percent. The fourth emergency decree of
December 1931 brought a sizable downward adjustment in rates (10
percent). The decline of money wage rates continued throughout 1932,
and in fact into the spring of 1933. During that phase, living costs were
reduced also. The respective net declines of wage rates and living costs in
the course of 1931 were about equal, with the consequence that hourly real
wage rates in December 1931 returned (after a temporary drop) to the
peak level they had reached during the first quarter of that year. The
cut by emergency decree in the money wage rate and the subsequent
adjustments finally forced real rates down too, but their total decline,
until the advent of National Socialism, amounted only to 10 percent.
In the course of the year 1932 there were some signs of revival in the
economy at large, and in the labor market in particular. Average hours
worked picked up first, near the beginning of the year. About the middle
of the year, employment (after allowance for seasonal factors) began to
rise, registered unemployment passed its peak, and industrial output
started to recover. Within the labor market the turn in cyclical fortunes
was clearly observable. Reference revival is dated by the National Bureau
at August 1932. On an annual basis, the recovery immediately pulled up
weekly money and real earnings, and because of the continuing decline
in living costs, the recovery of real earnings was even greater than that of
money earnings. Hourly money earnings reached their low in 1933, and
rose slowly thereafter. Hourly real earnings, which also declined to a low
in 1933, maintained their trough levels through 1936. The reason for the
late turn of hourly wages is found in the continued decline of rates, while
the flat-bottomed trough of hourly real earnings is to be explained by the
rise of consumers' goods prices and living costs from April 1933 on. As
at the onset of the Great Depression, wage rates were the last to respond
to changing business conditions. Trough levels were reached in March
1933, and maintained for many years. The concomitant increase in living
costs led to twelve years of real rate decline. After March 1933, however,
wage changes were controlled by National Socialist economic policies.
Since they do not illustrate normal cyclical conditions, they will be
considered separately in the following chapter, which is devoted to wage
behavior during unusual episodes in the Reich's history.